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Blackout Hits Campus;
Short Circuit Blamed

A massive power failure hit the campus at
about 11:22 p.m. Sunday, and lasted for
about an hour.
The blackout covered all College facilities
from New Britain Ave on the south to
Vernon Street on the north. The dorms and
houses on Vernon Street were not affected.
The power failure was the result of the
short circuiting of one of the underground
high intensity power lines to the College,
according to Itiel S. Crandall, director of
buildings and grounds. "When the line blew,
it kicked off the circuit breakers," he said,
and the power shut off.
Crandall explained that the short hit one
of the two power lines that are fed to the
College by (lie Hartford Electric Company,
When (he company found out where the
da mage was, it switched to the other line
and the electricity was restored, he said.
"Damage to a power line underground is
very rare," Crandall noted, adding, "my
guess is that the cable got damaged when it
was first put down."
The emergency lights in many of the
dorms did not function during the blackout.
Crandall blamed this on faulty battery
rechargers and said that he would look into
the emergency electricity difficulties with

Andrew Gold

qualified eletricians in the near future.
Observers noted that those emergency
lights which were in working order began to
fade after a while. According to Crandall,
that is the way they should work.
"Emergency lights are used to get people
out of the building," he said. "They are not
supposed to last more than one half hour."
While the blackout was in effect, students
gathered outside their dorms and in other
areas of the campus with candles,
flashlights and, in a few instances,
firecrackers. More than 100 students huddled outside Cook Arch to talk and to sing
along witli a guitarist on the second floor of
Cook B dormitory.
Others, however, chose to wait out the
blackout in the comfort of their rooms,

Andrew Gold
Named First
U&E Director
Dr. Andrew J. Gold has been appointed
the first director of the recently established
Urban and Environmental Studies program.
Gold, a senior economist for a federally
funded community planning project in
Cleveland will join the faculty as an
associate professor of economics on July 1.
Gold will coordinate the multidisciplinary U & E program which was
approved by the College a year ago to
"Provide students with an understanding ol
urban life and to become acquainted with
the problems characteristic of our urban
society."
In a memo written last week, Edwin P.
Nye, dean of the faculty, said that he was
"delighted" with Gold's appointment. "The
reaction of those persons who met the
candidates who were interviewed for this
position was nearly unanimous in recommending Mr. Gold's appointment."
Gold, a graduate of City College of New
York, received a Ph.D from Northwestern
University where he was a lecturer in
Transportation Economics. He also has
taught at Miami University where he was
the director ol undergraduate studies in
economics.

Black Sunday

A power failure darkened the campus Sunday night. Except along Vernon Street,
dorms and other College buildings were without light for aboul an hour. Roil Crandall,
director of Buildings itml Grounds, said that a short circuit in an underground tine along
New liritian Avenue caused the I'uiiure.

Moratorium

A group of students have organized
lectures, seminars,
and
panel
discussions to be held on Wednesday,
May 5th, the day of the nationwide
moratorium on the first anniversary of
the shootings at Kent State and Jackson
State.
According to Michael Lederberg 72,
the discussions on campus and national
| issues will be alternatives to regular
The classes, will be conducted by
faculty and administrators including
Professors Neil Garston, H. McKim
Steele, Gary Jacobsen and Dean of
Community Life, Marc Slasich.
Times, locations, and subjects of the
classes and discussions will be posted in
the Mather Hall foyer today.

Thousands Arrested in Mayday Protest;
Demonstrators Jailed in RFK Stadium
Civil disobedience in the nation's capital
may have come to a premature end. More
than seven thousnad anti-war protestors
were arrested yesterday during an attempt
to block traffic entering Wahington.
Washington D.C. police, aided by 10,000
combat troops and a contingent of Marines
airlifted into the capital, stopped the
protests with tear-gas and mace. Those
arrested were driven to Robert K, Kennedy
Memorial Stadium, where the Washington
Redskins play their football games. No
announcement has been made as yet where
tlie demonstrators will be sent next.
According to the United Press International, the trouble began when Dr.
Benjamin Spock, pediatrician and anti-war
activist, led several hundred demonstrators
onto the l<Hh Street Bridge, one of the four
bridges across the Potomac. After they had
remained on the bridge for about seven
minutes, police let loose a barrage of tearKits, driving the demonstrators towards
downtown Washington.
Most demonstrators fled to Georgetown,
a wealthy residential area along the West
Potomac* Police ringed off the area the
demonstrators occupied while Marines were
airlifted in tu make arrests. When the police
ijrecj tear-gas at them, the activists
responded with rocks and bottles.

by Mathew Moloshok
Sunday, Washington riot police had
cleared and estimated 30,000 anti-war
protestors from their encampment in West
Potomac Park. The police arrived at 0:00
a.m. and told the demonstrators that their
permit to use the park had been cancelled
due to numerous violations of the permit.
Most of the prtotestors left the park by
noon, Sunday. Those who had not left by 2:00
p.m. were swept out of the park. The police
arrested 242 people in that sweep.

The police said that the permit had been
cancelled because demonstrators had lit
campfires which are forbidden in the park,
pitched tents in unauthorized areas, and
used large quantities of drugs. The New
York Times reported that drug prices
plummeted because of an abundance of
dealers.
Friday, more than 200 people were
arrested at the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare after they had torn
down a 10 x 36 foot barricade of 1/2 inch
plywood in front of the office building. The
demonstrators demolished the fence and
then tried to march on the White House.
D.C. police arrested the group for
••parading without a permit,"
The Monday morning demonstrations,
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however, were the most militant. Before
dawn, some demonstrators poured rocks
and branches onto access roads to the
bridges.
Members of the Vietnam Veterans for
Peace were arrested when they threw
manure against the walls of the Pentagon.
Minor cofrontations occured at DuPont
Circle, where the South Vietnamese embassy is located, and Mt. Vernon Square.
Some demonstrators have sworn to
continue their civil disobedience today,
although the organizers of the disruptions,
the Mayday Collective, led by Rennie Davis,
and the People's Coalition for Peace and
Justice, led by David Dellinger, have not
announced their future plans.
Despite the disruptions, most Federal
employees got to work on time. Some suffered from the effects of tear-gas, which
hung heavily over the Potomac and the
nearby Department of Agriculture.
Some demonstrators complained of the
police treatment. They claimed to have been
hit and tossed around by police.
People!"
Those in the football stadium seem to be in
good spirits, however. They were chanting
"We Want Bob Hope!" and "Power to the
People!' (I.P.I. Reported, i

News From
The Outside
INTERNATIONAL

Communist China should be seated in
the United Nations, according to a report
by a presidential commission last week.
The 50-member cimmission headed by
Henry Cabot Lodge recommended that
Nationalist China remain a member.
Communist China has said she would not
join the U.N. under a two-China policy.
The U.S. will decide about Red China's
U.N, membership within the next four
weeks, according to Secretary of Slate
William Rogers.
NATIONAL
President Nixon saidhe would listen to
the Indochina war protestors but would
not heed them, in a news conference
Thursday. This announcement follows a
week of protests and a massive April 24
rally in Washinton. New demonstrators
are threatening civil disobedience this
week in Washington to "close down" the
Government. "Policy in this country is
not made by protest" Nixon said in a
news conference Saturday.
The May draft call will be decreased by
5,000 men. Defense Secretary Melvin
Laird announced last Tuesday. This
means the draft call for May and June
will be about I(),«((() for each month. The
i!)71 call would be the lowest since UXi4,
according to Laird's estimates.
The Supreme Court upheld a California
law last week which says that a
federally-financed low-income housing
development cannot be built unless a
majority of the voters in that community
approve. The 5 to 15 vote was regarded as
a deter rant to spreading inner-city poor
into suburbs.
LOCAL
Connecticut
had the highest per
capita income of the SO states in 1970, for
the seventh consecutive year, according
to Department of Commerce figures. The
District of Columbia had a higher per
capita income, however. The figrue for
Connecticut was $4,807. New York ran a
dose second.
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Afro Dances.
Given Friday

(Lawson Photo)

Let Them Eat Cake

The amazing Miss Cake (in the bikini) sings along with the cast of Promenade, one of three one-act plays presented Thursday
afternoon. The plays were all directed by Christian Horn and were put on in Goodwin Theater. The other plays were DR. KHEAL
and OH WHAT A BEAUTIFUL DAY.

Promenade Program Staged with Gusto
by Tom Regnier
In many ways the Jesters' production of
Promenade, the quasi-epic musical" which
was presented here last Thursday, was
more energetic, more alive, and more entertaining than the original Off-Broadway
production which had a successful New
York run two years ago. The Trinity
production, which was directed by Christian
Horn and had an original score by Ira
Mowitz, did not always, display the slick
professionalism of the New York production, but it more than made up for that with
a certain gusto that seemed to capture the
whole spirit of the play better than the
professionals did it.
Promenade, with book and lyrics by
Maria Irene Fornes, is an absurdist-type
play which concerns two convicts who
escape from prison and enter into the weird
world of a society party. They are pursued
by their jailer, who takes time out from
screwing all the prisoners' visitors, to look
lor them. In their sojourn in the real world,
the convicts meet such interesting people as
the Amazing Miss Cake, Warden Warden,
and the Mother of Us All. Unlike the New
York cast, who did the whole play straightfaced, the Trinity cast showed a greater
awareness o£ the humor of the play and was
able to convey it to the audience. Although
the entire cast was excellent, Tad Barrett
stood out with a portrayal of Warden
Warden that was done to the hilt. Libby
Beers added a touch of pathos to the
proceedings with her "The Moment Has
Passed" number; and Nancy Griffin, as the
Amazing Miss Cake, was indeed amazing.
Ira Mowitz should be commended for his
piano playing and for a score that suited the
play well.
There were, however, a few minor flaws
in the production. Sometimes the singing
was a little flat; but these people are really
actors first, andsingers only secondarily. At
times they just talked the songs, and this
came across fairly well. There were times
when the actors did not speak loudly enough
to be heard, and on occasion they spoke so
last that they slurred their lines. Once or
twice they seemed to be just standing
around randomly and getting in each other's
way. But none of these things detracted

The Devils
did not come
FORTH E H 1 * * OF IT
. . . But the Circus will.

from the overall effect, which was
delightful.
Aiso on the same bill with Promenade was
Dr. Kheal, a monologue, also written by
Miss Fornes. Dr. Kheal, the only character
of the play, is a dictatorial; anti-intellectual
professor who is never wrong. During the
play he brilliantly and< boisterously expounds on such subjects as truth, cooking,
and boxes. Julian Birch handled the role

with great command and was able to keep
the audience, as well as himself, in a state of
hysterics.
Oh, It's Such a Beautiful Day, an extremely short poem-play by Ruth Krauss,
was presented also. It starred Tad Barrett
and Christian Horn himself and depended
for its humor on the visual effect of a
scenery sun falling out of a scenery tree.
Now that's entertainment!

This Week in The Arts
SH A-N A-N A

Star-Spang led

Believe it or not, SHA—NA—NA will
appear in concert on Sunday, May 9 from
noon to six o'clock in the LSC quad. Appearing with them will be Black Forest
Rhodes and Ajax. MHBOG is sponsoring the
show free.

Neil Simon's play, The Star Spangled Girl
will be at the Wadsworth Atheneum Theater
from May 6 - 9 and May 13 -15. Call 522-4847
lor information.

Art Show

The Waltz of the Toreadors by Jean
Anouilh will be playing May 7 and 8 in
Wesleyan Hills at the Circle Theater at the
Big Barn 8:30 p.m. (346-5675)

by Robin Wagge
In their Black Cultural Celebration last
weekend, the TCB sponsored The Bellvue
Square Afro-American dancers, who performed Friday night in the Washington
Room for a crowd of about 250 people.
The evening's mood was set by two really
excellent drummers, who had the audience *
rocking and rolling to the drums' rhythms
before the dancers even arriveed. The 7 or 8
dancers did arrive, however, weaving into
the room, all hips, shoulders, and limbs in
constant gyration.
Then one of the dancers stepped forward
and introduced the troupe, explaining that
what they were about do could be interpreted from any time of space factors
that the audience might imagine - in other
words, a morality sequence. Three girls"
began dancing, and from watching their
movements and expressions, one got the
impression that they might easily destroy
every male in the room at a mere whim*
without a moment's warning. They
established the mood for a nicely danced
duet which followed, in which a girl was
loved, shorn, and killed by her young suitor.
Enter the three protagonists again, to
mourn for their "sister" and to carry her off
stage in anger and despair. The plot was
trite, but the movements and music were so
effective that any story line would probably
have been secondary to the dancing.
After a short break, the "Momma" of the
group started dancing and, frankly, almost
put the rest of her troupe to shame. She was
vivacious and exuberant, and she moved her
hulking body with extraordinary grace and"
agility. Everyone wished she might have
danced more, as the other dancers seemed
to spring to life in the rflected rays of her
exuberance. Nevertheless, the rest of the
group had a chance to dance individually,
and they acquitted themselves well. I later
discovered that this was a group of kids
from the Bellvue section of Hartford, and
not a professional company at all. Their
leader, the "Momma, gave the impression
of being the mother-protector of her
"children", who, as it turned out, were no
more than 16 years old; dancers' ages are
really .difficult to determine on stage, it
seems. With this knowledge in mind, the
'' whole program ' took on a different per- <,
spective, as I realized what an excellent job
these kids were doing, and what a new experience it probably was for them to perform in a college atmosphere. They succeeded in putting the audience in a fine,
frenetic mood, and, with the added rhythmic
benefits of the drummers, the evening was a
happy, junpy occasion for all involved.

SHA—NA—NA'
LSC Quad
Free
May 9
MHBOG

Anouilh
A student art show at the Austin Arts
Center will open Tuesday, May 4 at 8 p.m.
The show will run through' May 30.

arise my people

Price
;

The Theater Arts production, FOR THE
H**» OF IT will be at the Goodwin Theater
of> the Austin Arts Center from May 6
through May 9, at 8:15. Seat reservations
are advisable.

Piano
Tim Woolsey, a senior music major, will
give a piano recital at 8:15, May 4, in Garmony Hall of the Austin Arts Center.
Woolsey has studied with Ann Koscielny, a
member of the faculty of Hartt College of
Music. Highlights of the program will be
Bach's English Suite No. 2, Beethoven's
Sonata No. 7, and a Prokofiev toccata. The
recital will also include pieces by Brahms
and Debussey.

amikum:

The Long Hair Theater in NeW Haven will
present Arthur Miller's play The Price from
May 7 - 29. Call 787-4282 for information.

a contemporary
Zorba

,

Zorba will be put on by the Professional
Touring Co. at the Palace theater in
Waterbury on May 10 at 8:30 p.m. (758-1116)

ballet of Israel

Durer
An exhibition at Wesleyan in Middletown
is featuring engravings and woodcuts by
Albrecht Durer. The exhibit will be there
through May 9. (347-9411)

Youngbloods
The Young Bloods will perform at the
Bushnell Memorial Theater on Saturday
May 15, at 8 p.m. Tickets sell for $3, $4, and

choreographed by

Judy Dworin
May 14 and 15
Goodwin Theater

May 6,7,8 and 9
Goodwin Theater
Austin Arts Center
8:15 p.m.

McKuen
Rod McKuen, the singer-lyricist-poetphilosopher will appear at the Bushnell
Memorial at 8:30 on May 6. Call 246-6807 for
inforrnatinn

Shakespeare
The American Shakespeare Festival
Theater in Stratford, Ct. will present THE
MERRY WIVES OF WINDSOR on May 8
and^ 29, at 8:30. THE TEMPEST will be

8:30 p.m.
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Skimming-

Mason-Elliot Album Flows Freely
My favorite rock albums since 1904 are
Moby (irape (their first), Crosby, Stills, and
Nash (their first—without Neil What's - His Name), Eric Clapton (his premier solo
album), and Alone Toijcllivr, by Dave
Mason (sans Traffic avec, superstars
gallore, >. Having enjoyed Mr. Mason's first
album enough to place it on my "favorite"
list, it was with great anticipation that I ran
to the record store in search of this, his
second album. I did have my doubts, I
confess-after all, isn't Cass Elliot the fat
Mama who copped out and began singing
regularly on the Andy William's show? Well,
apparently Miss Elliot recently appeared on
this same program and she had Mr. Mason
with her! And if this album is any indication
of the way they sounded, then chalk up some
points for ol' Andy.
Mason and Elliot is not going to go on my
"favorites list," but it only misses on one or
two counts. This is the best new release I've
heard in months. Mr. Mason's flowing rock
style dominates both sides although he did
not write all of the songs. It seems he can
inject his "sound " into other people's
music, and by so doing, he manages even to
make one drippy song of Miss Elliot's acreptible. But I'm not knocking Mama Cass's
ability. She may suffer as a songwriter (at
least when placed next to Mr. Mason), but
she's a tine singer. And the harmonies she
provides are splendid.
Side IIIM-: The first song is called 'Walk to
I ho Point". It begins with a strumming
acoustic guitar, and then Mr. Mason, who
wrote this one, comes in singing in a round
with himself (he's double-tracked). Miss
Elliot is also double-tracked and sings two
harmonies. The four voices create a flowing,
mysterious weave and are highlighted by a
shrill, I lute-sounding organ. The rhythm, is
reminiscent of "Feelin' All Right" of
Traffic fame. This is a sway song. It ends
with an extended, but underdone, instrumental, and then the final solo lick is
played on an acoustic guitar.
"On and On " by Ned Doheny is song two.
Mr. Mason sings it as if it were his own and
once again, Miss Elliot is right there behind
him with extremely accurate harmony. The
guitar licks are fast and clean. The lyrics
here are trite. Indeed, Mr. Mason himself
has been known to suffer form this
deficiency, but when the melody and rhythm
are this good, the lyrics become less important. "To be Free" is another Mason tune,
but something interesting happens here:
The chorus (sung in harmony by the duo)
sounds a lot like something the Mamas and
Pappas would have done! The ending of this
song slows down to a gospel style instrumental which includes a deep grinding
organ and strings. The organ is nice, but the
strings add nothing.
There are more strings on 'Here We Go
Again", a song written (and sung solo) by
Miss Elliot. But here the strings go from

Tripod
The TRIPOD needs writers
to fill positions on the news,
arts, sports,- features, and
business staffs. Interested
students, regardless of experience are encouraged to
stop by the offices in Mather
Hall any time.

by John Spczialc
being unimportant to being downright
ridiculous. Perhaps they were included to
enhance the lyrics: "Feeling warm and
feeling good/Feeling love will last the way it
should." The only saving graces here are
Mr. Mason's guitar and some competent
piano licks. But Mr. Mason saves the side
with song number five, "Pleasing You"
which sounds like some of the things on his
first album. The rocking piano and the
wining Steve Stills type organ highlight this

song, and Mama Cass' double - tracked
harmony in the last verse makes the whole
thing exciting. The lyrics are some of Mr.
Mason's worst, but when a song rocks like
this, who cares about lyrics?
Side two: "Sit and Wonder" starts out like

a ballad in the same style as "Can't Stop
Worrying" from Alone Together. Miss Elliot
sings the refrain in harmony with herself.
The rhythm section gets powerful here, and
the lyrics a re good: "Sit and wonder why I'm
looking for the meaning / Sit and wonder
why I'm wondering at all."
"Something to Make You Happy" and
"Too Much Truth, Too Much Love" are my
favorite songs on the album. The first is a
jumpy sing-along written by Mr. Mason and
Miss Elliot together. The melody is familiar
sounding, and it's an easy song to harmonize
with. The chorus consists of a lot of "La-lalas", and one verse says that "love is as free
as the spirits of destiny. Something to make
you happy." This song does make you
happy. The other tune, "Too Much Truth..."
is another ballad by Mr. Mason. It begins
with him singing solo, accompained by only
his Fender Stratocaster and an acoustic
guitar. Then Mama Cass comes in on the
chorus. The second verse gets added power
from an excellent bass riff, some simple
drumming, and a really good improvised
piano. In the refrain the beat picks up and
then< surprise, surprise) the key changes on
the last verse. The final chorus has our duo
singing in harmony, and wrapped tightly
around every vocal line is a great improvised electric guitar lead by Mr. Mason.
A bluesy solo riff on guitar ends the number.
"Next to You" is another happy bouncer
with Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young overtones in the vocal track. The lyrics are poor,
but we can't hold that against Mr. Mason
because he didn't write it. The last song,
"Glittering Facade", starts out rather
gently with acoustic guitar and electric
piano licks. Then the rhythm section builds
up the intensity. The chorus vocal is another
"oh-la-la-la" affair which sounds a lot like
Joe Cocker's "Mad Dogs" choir.

The Theater Arts production FOR THE
11*** OF IT to be presented May (i - 9 will
be as action-packed as a three-ring
circua.
That's it. All in all this is a fine free
flowing rock and roller. No screaming, just
good, controlled singing. Dave Mason is the
master of relaxed rock and in this album he
proves that he doesn't need lots of friends to
make good music. The riffs are all clean and
tight and the arrangements are polished.
Even the improvisation is controlled so as
not to become overdone. True, Miss Elliot
contributes a bad song to the collection. And
the lyrics often become trite. And perhaps
one might want to criticize the repetitive
themes in the instrumentation. But this is
still a great record. So lay out the bread and
freak-out on the vibes, freaks. The rest of
you purchase Mason and Elliot and listen to
it.

Baroque Concert: Creative and Original
The numerous performing groups on the
Trinity Campus could benefit well by observing the actions of Professor Robert
Gronquist of the Trinity Music Department.
His only two requirements for performance
are originality and perfection. To achieve
these two goals necessitates Gronquist to
limit the number of performances he gives
on campus in any given year. But when he
does present a program, it is always
musically sound, creatively presented, and
well attended and received by the Trinity
Community. This is evidenced in the Choir's
Christmas Vespers Service and Concert in
Hamlin Hall, Gronquist's performance with
Carl Bergner, and last Friday's Coffee
House in Garmany Hall.
Over 200 persons crowded into tiny, but
acoustically fine Garmany Hall to hear the
Convivial Consort present an hour and a half
of Bach and Albinoni. Those lucky few who
arrived early were treated to seats around
tables "coffee house" style. But the
majority of us sat on the floor or stood along
the sides, and even in the corridor leading to
the main body of the Austin Art Center. The
difficult space conditions were erased from
our minds as the Consort opened their

by Danny Frcelandcr
program with J.S. Bach's Trio Sonata in C
Major. In the first movement, Adagio, the
strings seemed too heavy and sometimes
out of tune with one another, but by the
second movement they had adjusted to the
new acoustics of the crowded hall and
moved along together revealing their
competency in playing the intricately woven
lines. Especially enjoyable was the lyrical
Next the musicians offered Bach's Concerto for Harpsichord and Strings in D
Major. The strings seemed more at ease
during this number, and the music seemed to
spring forward a lot more naturally than in
the Trio Sonata. Gronquist had a few
problems with part of the third movement,
but recovered quickly to bring the Concerto
to a strong, clean finish.
During Intermission the audience was
served coffee and tea, and then settled down
(or up, as many were still standing) to listen
to the Consort's strings play Sinfornia in D
for Strings by Tomaso Albinoni. I am unfamiliar with the works of this composer,
but I did appreciate the contrast this piece
provided with the Bach compositions. While
the strings played this composition well, in
their zealousness to make it exciting

Letter to
the Editor
To the Editor:
At 4:30 evening wades in the hills with
hoisted tangerine skirts. The day slows
down, people slow down and it's just not the
ideal time of day for presenting a theatrical
production. The publicity was meager,
mostly word of mouth. But 300 people came
to be "with us in the wet of the afternoon.
Huzzah to everyone of you that were there.
We all enjoyed you so much and only hope
that everyone smiled at least once.
Christian Horn
Ann Convery
Julian Birch
Libby Beers
Ira Mowitz
Glenn Gustafsort
Tad Barrett
David Bargman
Cotter Smith
Patrick Curley
Jay Allison
EllieSolo
David Ooniston
Nancy Griffin
Cindy Howar
Anne Scurna
Leii Cowan

Circus?

(Lawson Photo)

Robert Groncgyist

sometimes used too much vibrato, and
caused a general flatness in intonation
throughout the piece. The endings of each of
the three movements were a bit ragged, too.
The final piece added a second harpsichord and showed the finest performance
of the evening. Bach's Concerto for Two
Harpsichords and Strings in C Major
became the vehicle for an extraordinary
display of agility and accuracy on the part of
Gronquist and harpsichordist Phillip
lssacson.
Friday evening's audience demanded an
encore, and after a short speech by
Gronquist the Consort replayed the final
movement, Fuga, of the C Major Concerto.
The audience (and this reviewer) broke into
applause when Gronquist announced the
possibility of a series of more concerts of
this type presenting the entire repetoire of
Bach Concertos. Judging from reactions at
the coffee house, this possible series is an
almost guaranteed success, even though at
this point it exists only in the minds of artist
and audience alike.
I do have, however, two criticisms of the
Concert. First, it has always been my impression that Baroque music was written to
be played brightly and delicately. A harpsichord can only provide a limited amount of
. volume, and therefore, the responsibility for
keeping that delicate balance falls on the
strings. I'm afraid that the string players of
the Convivial Consort didn't recognize this
responsibility until the last piece, when the
addition of a second harpsichord forced
them to blend so much better than they had
in any other part of the concert.
My only other ciriticism is non-musical,
and deals with what is becoming a common
ploy of Gronquist. In most of the on-campus
publicity that was posted concerning this
event, no mention was made of any admission charge or donation. But when we
arrived a sign proclaimed "minimum
donation $1.00." The same thing happened
at the Concert Choir's Hamlin Hall Concert,
and in both cases these minor infractions
left the only bad taste of what were otherwise two extremely enjoyable evenings,
Gronquist is one of the few Trinity Faculty
members that shows any real commitment
to involving the college community with his
work. Perhaps this is due to the nature of his
job, or the excellence of his talents, the
creative and musically excellent programs
he does periodically. This makes Professor
Gronquist a very valuable member of the
Trinity Community. I for one look forward
with eager anticipation to many more
programs as enjoyable and exciting as last
Friday's Baroque Music Coffee House.
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Sherehe Eusi
A Weekend of Celebration

(McMorris Photo)

Sherehe Eusi, a Black Celebration
sponsored by the Trinity Coalition of
Blacks last weekend
stressed
an
awareness of Black culture in all its varied
aspects. Events were scheduled
all
weekend, and each one had its own
significance in relation to the Black experience as a whole:
Friday night the Inner-city Players gave
a performance of Leroi Jones' DUTCHMAN, after which the Bellvue Square
Afro Ensemble presented DIMENSIONS
IN DANCE, which is reviewed on page
two.
Two workshops dealing with PanAfricanism and with Blacks and the media
were held Saturday morning, .followed by a
topographical display and discussion in
the afternoon. In the evening, a soul food
dinner was served in Hamlin Hall. (See
lower left). The Bobby Hebb Quartet
played THE SOUNDS OF JAZZ afterwards, followeS by Yisha Azontwi who
read her poetry to the rhythm of a drum.
"Funky Soul Music" by the LTD'stopped
off the day.
On Sunday, two films were shown at the
Cinestudio, after which bothaplay, GOD'S
TROMBONES, and a 200 voice choir were
presented, (for a picture of the choir, see
lower right.)
Throughout the weekend there was an
art exhibit in the Austin Arts Center.
Robert Watts ' 12 of Trinity displayed
photographs of Africa (see top left) and
African sculptures and other art forms
were on display as well. The map of
Africa, which appears on the right was
also part of the show.

(Watts Photo)

(Shapiro Photo)
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Will the Real
Ted Loekwood
Please Stand Up
by Steven Pearlstein
Scene: The Quad, September, 1968
Enter: Two men on horseback. The one on the left, call him Roger, the
fastest shot-from-the-hip this side of Oberlin, Ohio. Dress him in a threepiece suit which contains pieces from three different suits, and have
Hushpuppies on his feet. (To director: typecast this part; someone with
an innocent face. He should be a good balloonist in case a fast get-a-way is
needed). On the right, on a large, white stallion, wearing a large white
hat, over silver white hair - call him Teddy.
Action: The two new dudes ride into the Quad (The garden club prays
that the horses have recently been curbed). Word gets around that these
are the men sent for to clean out the town (which now is called a 'community' by the one on the right). The town fathers nod in approval, and
everyone has high hopes for the future. Teddy, the new sheriff, gives a
speech in accepting the badge which impresses even the most long-time
residents of the town. Even the town children are excited. Teddy had
grown up in this community. When he left for Princeton in 1948, he did so
with highest honor, and with a gold key hanging from his holster. Princeton was, and still is, a dangerous town. Nobody else had been there
from our town since. But Princeton was only Teddy's first stop. He had
been at Dartmouth, Juniata, MIT, Concord, and Union. The town fathers
had elected him to their membership. And now he was coming home at
last.

Much of the drama of those early months has subsided, and a dead
calm has fallen over the Quad. Roger and Mark have either left or are
packing their gear. But what of our hero? Where does he stand now, and
where does he plan to go?
The answer is that very few people around here know much about Ted
Loekwood, and where he stands. As one early Tripod editorial stated, he
is an enigma. His style is marked, more than anything else, by a lack of
style. His stand on issues is clouded by a cumbersome prose style and a
reluctance to commit himself. And his method of operation is weighted
with a top-heavy administration and an unending faith in democracy, the
future, and the liberal arts education.
Clergy are told that upon taking over a new congregation, all the major
changes should be made as soon as possible; the people then are caught
• up in the excitement of the newness of things. President Lockwood's first
two years at the college seem to have conformed to that dictum.
Sweeping changes in administrative organization, coeducation, the new
curriculum, the college council and adjudicative system, the end to
parietals all marked his early months. Over the last year, however, no
significant changes have been made other than personnel. National
observers see this trend as consolidation after the tumultuous sixties.
More local theoriticians find it resulting from Faculty reaction to the
Chuck Stone affair, the bad job market, and recent threats to such
venerable institutions as tenure, departments, and the Faculty Club. To
the extent that these views are correct, the situation is compounded by
the political conceptions and style of Mr. Loekwood.
In a word, the President is aloof. His office physically conveys that
impression by its position on campus. Earlier Presidents used what is
now the Dean's office, but some management consultant urged him to
move to the Downes site because there would be no secretaries there to
intercept student callers. The change has only been mildly successful,
although there is no doubt that Loekwood is much more personable and
accessible than his successor.
Mr. Loekwood is overworked, which also contributes to his isolation.
One of his first tasks upon assuming the presidency was to streamline the
budget process, which he completed only this year. To that he has added a
heavy list of off-campus appointments. As a new President, he feels he
needs to attend many of the alumni meetings across the country, to which
he has now invited parents. This policy, is partly the result :of prodding
from JuddRees, director of development, who has concurrently introduced the President to the ranking executives of the major philanthropic foundations. Rees says that to increase alumni giving and
, foundation grants, Loekwood should get to know more people to build up
their confidence in him. When-on the road, Rees also sends him to see
. prospective donors, people who are willing to support financially one of
the expensive proposals which the development office churns but like the
naming of the High Rise or the establishment of academic chairs
In between his : trips and a rather heavy schedule of appointments
lanyone who wants one can get one), Mr. Loekwood manages to be on the
board of directors of the Northwood School, the Institute for Living and
4he Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance Company. Alumni director John
,• Heyl, who spends as much time with the President as anyone outside of
his family, says Lockwood's second love is VITA, Volunteers in Technical
Assistance, of which he has been chairman since 1966. VITA is a technical
peace corps and Heyl will wager that Loekwood can convince anyone its
the greatest cause going in just under seven minutes. The President is
a so wntmg a book on Belgium Socialism, which, considering the amount
of Faculty publishing, is no great point of common interest Perhaos to
strongest link to the community is the President's interest in sports A
;
(cont'd on next page)
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one-time coach of the Harvard ski team Lockwood adds squash, tennis,
and football to athletic dissier. He recently beat Bob Oxnam for the first
place slot on the Faculty squash squad, which had its best season ever
this year. As I am writing this article, the President is throwing around a
softball on the quad.
There are other interesting tidbits which might help to humanize that
man on the white horse. He drinks martinis with olives, hates gardening,
loves choral singing (he's a bass), reads the American Scholar, and gets
along well with Homer Babbidge, president of UCONN.
Several people have commented that Mr. Lockwood shies away from
one-to-one relationships, especially when there is danger of role conflicts.
Public-ally he also tends to withdraw when under stress. His performance
at the all-college meeting last January was quite out of character.
Likewise when the college council meeting over the Buildings and
Grounds strike started to flare this fall, he made a swift exit leaving
Harry Bartlett, his assistant, to explain the situation. And just recently,
one college council member commented on how tight and nervous he was
at the closed session over the new drug policy. Mr. Lockwood is uncomfortable in his public role.
The President is very honest, a fact which has a hard time coming
through his complex sentence structure and vocabulary, which mark his
public statements. His candor and frankness ars unusual for a man in his
position. Yet as his speeches are
filled with invitations to the
community for help in "sorting out
priorities," so are they devoid of
answers. There is no public indication that he has any opinion on
controv.or.sial considerations which
he cares to defend in public. This,
in turn, can be explained by his
conception of the office he holds.
Mr. Lockwood's conception of
the political framework on campus
is an intellectual one, and his
response to political problems is
formed by that attitude of rigid
rationality. Devotion to democracy
is an underlying motif, While he
will never relinquish his right of
final judgement, he constantly
avows his optimism that some
solution will come from the people
of his community. Quoting
Woodrow Wilson at his first convocation, he expressed hope that
"democracy may work its
reasonable triumphs of accommodation, its vital process of
union" on the college campus. "We
must reaffirm our faith in
democracy," both in the college
and national community, he
concluded in his inaugural address
one month later.
Community - that word which he
now excuses himself for using - is
an important factor in the "from
the people" concept. He defines
community as "an institution in
which decisions are made by
processes that are both apparent
and accessible." That we have not
come very close to achieving it is a
source of personal frustration for
the President. So it is with the rest
of us.
Supporting his faith in the
democratic imagination is a belief
in individual responsibility. "The
fundamental defect of most liberal
arts colleges . . . is their lack of
imagination about undergraduate
education," asserted the President
in one paragraph of his inaugural,
following it by the assurance that
all we have to do is put our minds to
it and the creativity will flow
naturally. His convocation addresses are so soaked with this
philosophy of individual responsibility and potential for creativity
that they have an effect similar to
that of a sermon (c.f. Mac Beth:
"Sound and Fury . . .").
The President's role is his
democratic scheme is that of arbitor, to receive or reject the
recommendations of those who
have assumed their rightful
responsibility. In another sense he
is a fence-mender for the various
constituencies, acting as mediator
between trustees, Faculty, and
students. Each of these models has
a defect: the first falls down when
there is no constructive response to
a sense of community and change;
the latter places the President in
that lonely plot of land which is
surrounded by all the mended
fences, and he is trapped. Furthermore both assume an intellectual role for the President,
who conversely sits increasingly in
a position which calls for strong

leadership and more gut reactions. His format for setting out alternatives
and picking from among them is intellectually quite justifiably, but very
uninspiring. It fails to convey to the more skeptical among us the optimism which seems to abound within him.
The modus operendi arising from the optimism, the democratic faith,
and the fence mending is the balloon approach. From time to time Mr,
Lockwood will suggest to individual students or Faculty members ideas
which he has, or subjects which he is pondering, and invites any ideas,
suggestions, or proposals. His aim is a consensus from below. If nothing
comes of it, another balloon may be sent, but little else. The process is
generally away from the public eye. The recent three-year degree
suggestion to the curriculum committee is such a balloon, although it
differs from others in that his name is on it.
Complementing this consensus approach of the balloons is the strange
way Mr. Lockwood runs the administration. Its been said with some
degree of truth, I think, that he is not a good administrator. He does not
delegate authority well, insisting instead on decisions at the top. As with
the balloon technique, the administrative process is one of rising freely
from the bottom. Advice and information is solicited and encouraged
from lower eschelon administrators, but rarely are final decisions made
by them. While Dean Fuller got along with Lockwood better than anyone
yet, he champed at the lack of
administrative autonomy. The
Dean's methods may be seen, in
part, as attempt to counteract that
reality.
Budget cutting has increasingly
forced the members of the administration into managerial roles,
which in turn limits the quantity
and quality of fresh ideas which
flow into his office. The recent
hassles in the office of community
life are partly the result of this
tendency, but also due to Mr. Lockwood's conception of the administration. "The administration
serves to coordinate the activities
effectively as possible, within its
resources, to achieve the purposes
set by the college." When you
couple this definition, set by the
President in his first convocation,
with his insistence on consensus
from below, it adds up to a nonaggressive, non-imaginative administration which has the personnel to make it otherwise,
From time to time, naturally, the
President has had to make some
hard choices not based on consensus, Most of these fall into a
third schema of his, known as the
'hotseat' phenomenon. In this
syndrone, outside forces are
pushing him to do one thing while
internal pressure is applied in the
opposite direction. Consensus
appearing
impossible,
an
executive decision is necessary. Its
here that Mr. Lockwood is at his
weakest. He pulls stunts like announcing a new, stringent drug
policy in the mailboxes on the day
students return from vacation. If
that won't stir up evil conjectures
in the minds of undergraduates,
nothing will. At such times the
President shows an amazing
ignorance of public relations. As he
is unwilling to lead the community
to conclusions which he favors, so
here he is unable to lead them to
the conclusions that he shouldn't
want to take sole responsibility for.
A clever leader can do both.
The great irony is that Lockwood
himself is terribly frustrated by
the lack of leadership, and he is
just coming around to the
realization that the responsibility
for solution rests on his shoulders.
The longer he waits, the more
difficult presidential leadership
will become; much of the campus
malaise is related to his aloof style.
"If I were President, I would make
the college reflect my own style of
education. . .None of this
pussyfooting around, democratic
nonesense," commented one
senior. A Faculty member expressed the need for a "benevolent
despot" who will mold the institution "in his own image." Lockwood is infinitely more trustworthy, sensitive, and liberal that
either the Trustees or the corporate Faculty. No doubt he would
be amazed at the support his
person and office could elicit if he
would only make a strong stand on
some major educational issues and
work for them within the given
governance structures. Instead of

"His style is marked, more
than anything else, by a lack
of style. His stand on issues
is clouded by a cumbersome
prose style and a reluctance
to commit himself/'

(eont'd on next page)
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If I were President,
I would make the college
reflect my own
style of education/9

having ideas flow upward, Mr. Lockwood should take the initiative in
bringing his office to bear upon the Faculty, the Trustees, and the college
council in the forums that they designate, and under their rules. Instead
of waiting for democratic study reports which usually wind up in Betty
Belden's inactive file, the President, might make some of his opinions
known publicly and announce that he will work for their enactment. This
does not preclude compromise by any means, nor will it cause any more
bad feelings than this lack' of leadership. Both the Faculty and student
body will respond more favorably to aggressive leadership than to
abortive consensus-taking. And the President's own frustration will be
eased as he becomes the marksman instead of the target. Mr. Lockwood
might state the case like this: "I have the greatest faith that if the administration can coordinate its activities so as to bring to bear the full
weight of its thinking upon the councils of the various constituencies of
the community, we will be able to sort out our priorities for the admittedly difficult months ahead,"
Obviously this model goes against the grain of his personality. It insists
that he be a public personage, with public convictions. It assumes that the
President willact more from the gut than the President seems willing to
do at present. It requires he be the grandest participant, not the ultimate
arbiter. And it necessitates that the President not shrink away from
situations of potential conflict.
There are some indications that Mr. Lockwood has already decided on
a more aggressive course. Yet one gets at the same time the sense that he
is still having trouble pulling it off. Take, for example, the "beer and
pretzel" Faculty meeting last month. Mr.,Lockwood called an optional
meeting to discuss the topic, "How can the college continue to experiment
while maintaining its intellectual rigor?'' His first mistake was in making
the topic so large that all the frustrated revisionists of the Faculty could

spout off their collective woes at one time. Then, too, he held it in the
Washington room which was set up as for a lecture. And even when he
saw his idea going sour, he refused to stand up and tell them what he
thought they should be discussing, and lead them too it.
The selection of Ed Nye as Dean offers another possible sign of change.
Nye is an extremely efficient administrator with a good deal of influence
in the Faculty and an imaginative mind. Yet unlike his predecessor, the
new Dean is not a prodding leadership type. By the selection of Dean Nye,
Mr. Lockwood might be signalling that the Dean will be the behind-thescene man, the implementer, and that he himself will be taking up the
forward position. The President realizes that his big mistake with Fuller
was not watching him closely enough, and Ed Nye is the type of dean he
thinks he can trust. But Dean Nye, too, is beginning to see himself as an
educational statesman, and might offer Lockwood and the rest of us some
surprises in the future.
A change in style may also be forshadowed by the recent announcement that trustees will no longer hold life tenure. Lockwood
considers this his major accomplishment of the year, even of his administration. No doubt the trustees have been a thorn in his side, an extra
consideration which only he has to deal with, and the reorganization may
make that situation a little less of a millstone around his political neck.
And lastly the President may be giving us a hint of leadership in his
upcoming campaign for long-range planning. He feels it is absolutely
necessary while many options are still open. He has indicated that some
work over the summer, in conjunction with both Ward Curran, his new
long-range planning assistant, and the curriculum committee, which will
be reviewing the new curriculum, would be in order. His enthusiasm for
the task hopefully will be reflected in a more aggressive style than we
presently enjoy.
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The Long Walk:
Eminent Victorian
by Paul Saehiier

To the uio'iorirf swiftly passing through Hartford on Interstate 114 they
;;;•<' -•;i.»-.-fn.f**.- (".(.sties protruding orninoi'vly through tree?; and rows of
lciiei!i';:!s. '!'.>1 the city resident they are symbols of the "college on the
hill." a no-ii' !.;'.; land for the educational elite. To the non-observiny
.student tliey 'Me merely dreary classrooms and overcrowded dormitorie.s. i ii it. \u ilio eminent architectural historian Henry-Russell Hitchcock they arc "the best example anywhere of Victorian Gothic collegiate
architecture." This compliment is paid not to the storied and splendid
edifices of Oxford or Cambridge, or to the buildings of their American
counterparts in New Haven, Princeton, and Harvard Square. Rather,
Hitchcock is referring to the three elements which make up modern
Trinity's birthplace: Jarvis, Seabury, and Northam Towers.
Indeed, every Trinity graduate since 1878 has reminisced upon the
major components of the Trinity Quadrangle with a certain air of
unabashed sentimentality. On a brisk fall day the turrets and towers of
Northam stand out impressively against a deep blue sky. A warm spring
day evokes a mellow glow which envelops the entire distance from Cook
Arch to Williams Memorial. A sun setting behind the hills of Farmington
and Avon penetrates the windows of Seabury and emerges onto the
grassy Trinity campus in a brilliant red-gold hue,
The history of Trinity's "Long Walk" is a story of cooperation between
town and gown, the dreams of one college president, and the practicality
of his successor. In his volume on the history of Trinity College Glenn
Weaver recounts that events leading up to the construction of the "Walk"
began in the 1860's when Hartford was engaged in a bitter battle with New
Haven to determine the site for a sole state capital. To strengthen its
claim Hartford desired to acquire the most desirable property in the city-a grassy hill overlooking Bushnell Park and downtown, the home of
Trinity since 1823. It is hardly surprising that early offers by the city for
the land were met with vehement rejection by Trinity students and administrators; however, when Hartford raised its offer for the campus to
$600,000, even the reluctent college president Abner Jackson relented,
using the school's need for expansion and new buildings as an excuse for
the sale.
President Jackson left for England in the summer of 1872 for a tour of
the educational and ecclesiastical centers of that country. He was par(cont'd on next page)
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ticularly impressed by Trinity College, Glenalmond, a Scottish Episcopal
secondary school. Here he saw a closed quadrangle with a facade comprised of two-and three-storied Victorian Gothic buildings connected by a
large central tower. It was probably from this "notable pile of buildings"
that Jackson envisioned the new Hartford campus. The general qualities
of the Victorian Gothic style which Jackson grew to love include
irregularity and variety of silhouette with complex organization and
coloristic decoration. A textural exploitation was achieved through the
use of rustic and traditional 'materials. It all added up to quite a picturesque composition,
The architect which Jackson eventually chose was William Burges, a
solid but relatively unknown architect who only recently has been given
his due for his attempts at creating a more correct imitation of the
medieval High Gothic. Burges and Jackson, worked on the Trinity plan
with an intense ferocity. Together they devised a scheme which Burges
refined into the famous four-quadrangle plan. It was a delightfully
complex concoction encompassing faculty houses, natural history
museum, library, theater, lecture rooms, dining hall, chapel, art gallery,
reading rooms, and student rooms. It surely would have been the
showcase of the nation had Trinity been able to complete the buildings as
planned.
Unfortunately Burges' plan, the sketches of which are presently housed
in the Watkinson Library, was far out of touch with the financial reality of
Trinity. The death of President Jackson in 1874 brought Thomas Pynchon
to the head of the college. A totally uninteresting man, Pynchon at least
saw the extravagent foolishness on which Trinity was about to embark,
the practical Pynchon thus tempered Jackson's dreams with his knowledge
of the more humble needs of the college, and he urged that only two
buildings - Jarvis and Seabury Halls - be built at that time.
The college trustees heeded the advice of Pynchon, and work began in
1875 under the aegis of Hartford architect E. H. Kimball. Interestingly
enough,. Burges never visited Hartford, but rather entrusted any
modification of his plans to Kimball, a fine artist in his own right. The
final site chosen for the new buildings was immediately scorned by the
Trinity students. Because of its reputation as a place for public
executions in the eighteenth century, the new parcel had been popularly
known as "Gallows Hill." It was a neighborhood of ill repute, one bor(cont'd on next page)
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Photography by
William Whetzel and
William Law son

dered to the west by a rock quarry, to the north by Zion Hill Cemetery, to
the east by an insane asylum (now the noted Institute of Living), and "to
the south by some cheap row houses. However, the Trustees apparently
felt that with the presence of so eminent an institution as Trinity, the
neighborhood's land values would immediately skyrocket; consequently,
ground was broken on July 1, 1875, and construction proceded at a fast
clip. Early in 1878 Jarvis and Seabury were ready for occupancy. Northarn Towers, the prime jewel of Trinity's newly donned crown, would
complete the ensemble in 1881.
The new campus far exceeded even the most optimistic expectations.
Dr. Weaver notes that Jarvis was "a dormitory of even greater comfort
and splendor than anyone had ever imagined." The facilities of Seabury
were also "splendidly executed." The original interior of Seabury was
vastly different from its present state. A large library occupied the
basement and ground floors of the south end of the building, while the
Towers section was devoted to the instruction of chemistry. A temporary
chapel was placed in the rooms presently designated as Seabury 9 and 17.
This was a handsome room with fine woodwork, exposed beams, and
stained glass trefoil windows.
Yet it is the exterior of Jarvis, Northam, and Seabury which has attracted a greater amount of attention and affection. For Burges'
masterpiece, Kimball chose native Connecticut brownstone mined from
nearby Portland; this rich material was a favorite building material all
over the Eastern states during what was often known as the "Brown
Decades" of American architecture. The rough stone facing contrasts
well with the more smoothly cut trim in a polychromatic fashion.
Despite the regularity and symmetry of the composition, there is plenty
of logical variety in the handling of the three sections. Of special note are
the coloristic effects which tend to be overlooked: if the viewer observes
carefully, he will see the orange cresting of the roof line and gables
combine with the gray slate roof and weathered green copper guttering to
create a good amount of fancy out of what could be a drab, colorless
structure.
•
.
As Jarvis, Seabury, and Northam approach their one hundredth birthdays it seems fairly obvious that a century of use has dimmed much of
the lustre which the buildings once displayed. The toll has been especially
heavy with regard to the interior of Seabury. Modern educational needs
have tortured this structure's innards with wallboard, blackboards, and
flourescent lighting. Fortunately, the condition of Trinity's showpieces
has not gone unnoticed. At the initiative of Dean of the Faculty, an ad hoc
committee has been set up to advise the Dean and the Department of
Buildings and Grounds on the uses and adaptations of the buildings that
would not he prejudicial to their restoration. In other words, no
modification or modernization (i.e. new lighting or heating) will be made
to Jarvis Seabury, and Northam which in any way would hinder future
restoration Thus, while funds for proper renovation are currently
lacking, at least a permanent defacing will never occur. Contrary to the
beliefs of many, the modernization (rape, to many, is a better word)
performed in the past is not irreversible: the wall dividing the old chapel
can be removed; the blackboards covering the beautifully carved altar
can be removed; woodwork can be refinished; and the stained glass still
"Needless to say, the key to the problem of preservation is financial.
Larae fifts are necessary from private firms, alumni, and friends ot
Trinity to carry out such an expensive project. Yet in a period of history
when many architectural landmarks are increasingly subject to the
wreckers ball, preservation of a fine existing structure fast becomes an
Set not a liability. No price is too dear, for the sheer beauty of the Long
Walk i" unsurpassed on any college campus. It is a beauty which today's
materials and craftsmanship could not reproduce at any price.

". . . the best example
of Victorian Gothic
collegiate architecture.
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The Case of the
Cosmopolitan Composer
by Joel Kemelhor
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The Tripod's music critic reflects on the music of Igor Stavinsky

"Composers combine notes. That is all." That was the public
Stravinsky: imperious, candid, concise, a man whose presence was
perhaps more familiar than his music. When he died last month, in his
89th year, Igor Stravinsky had long since leapt free of the conservatories
of St. Petersburg, but his popular reputation remained perched upon the
rock of his Russian compositions, most prominently his ballet scores The
Firebird, Petrushka, and The Rite of Spring. The last of these was the
sharpest birth-pang of 20th century music, and Stravinsky's later offspring, whether forays into neo-classicism, jazz, or 12-note series,
received less attention from both the public and its mutant, the critics.
The Requiem Canticles, a modest 1966 child of the composer's age,
received its first New York performance only last week, one week after
the work had figured in the Venice funeral rites of its creator. Despite
these slights, Stravinsky's death should have affected anyone conscious
of orchestral music-or its history. In the redundant words of Irving
Kolodin, critic of The Saturday Review:
For the first time in several centuries there is no older statesman,
dean, and presence whose pre-eminence in music is universally
acceptable, world-wide, to layman and professional alike.
As an accepting layman, I shall
undertake a brief musical
biography of Igor Stravinsky,
discussing those works of his I've
been able to appreciate in performance or recording. As performances of music by even the
greatest contemporary composers
are infrequent in this country, it is
a stroke of good fortune that
Stravinsky was able to conduct or
supervise recordings of virtually
all his major works.
Born in 1882 into a cultivated
bourgeois family, his father.- a
noted singer with the St. Petersburg Opera, Stravinsky retained
childhood
memories
of
Tchaikovsky and Gustav Mahler.
In 1903 he became a pupil of
Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov, whose
colorful and nationalistic music
had an influence on his early
compositions,
notably The
Firebird. In 1908 Stavinsky
presented Mme, Rimsky-Dorsakov
with a charming miniature, the
wordless song for soprano and
piano (later scored for winds)
called "Pastorale.". Two years
later Sergei Diaghilev, founder of
the Ballet Russe, commissioned
The Firebird. The triumphant
wedding-music that concludes this
score, now heard most often as an
orchestral suite, is clearly kin to
the marches written by Rimsky
and Modeste Moussorgsky.
Diaghilev's innovative and
sumptuously-mounted
ballets
toured Europe and America, with
Stravinsky's music drawing as
much attention as the dancers, who
included the brilliant, tragic
Vaslav Nijinsky. The title role of
Petrushka, which Stravinsky
wrote in 1911, was created by
Nijinsky, and it was the last ballet
the dancer ever saw after his
mental breakdown at the age of
twenty-seven. The only concert
performance of Petrushka I've
ever heard was a piano transcription, yet even on a single
instrument the sweeping passages
and dissonances marked the score
as a worthy precursor of The Rite
of Spring, with a special eerie
quality of its own.

,

Igor Stravinsky

The premiere of Stravinsky's third ballet score has become something
of an epic tableau in an imaginary waxworks of music history. Boxholders pounded on their neighbors' heads in time to the frenzied music,
critics stood on their chairs to denounce the cacophony issuing from the
orchestra pit, Ravel and others rose to defend it. The influence of The
Rite of Spring upon other composers was widespread and almost immediate; even Puccini incorporated ideas from this "savage" and
"degenerate" score into his last opera Turandot. Today, Stravinsky's
best-known work no longer transforms its listeners into maenads.
Perhaps the savage is no longer foreign to us, or we are used to the Dawn
of the World sequence in Disney's Fanta
Fantasia, Still, those performances
I've heard have packed a more powerful than all the bubbling lava or
mauve dinosaurs Uncle Walt's minions could muster. The essence of the
Rite, and perhaps the most vital component in each of Stravinsky's
works, is its shifting rhythm-not the "beat" of the music, but rather the
intricate timings of notes and pauses between notes.
Between the premiere of The Rite of Spring in Paris and that of
L'Histoire du Soldat in Lausanne came something called the First World
War, during which Europe was impoverished in many ways. With fewer
musicians and less money, by 1918 it was difficult and imprudent to
assemble the huge orchestras demanded for the pre-war compositions of
Mahler, Schonberg, and Stravinsky. Partly injesponse to this situation,
L'Histoire du Soldat is scored for a
chamber group of only six instruments, plus percussion. There
is also a narrator to tell the story of
a soldier who sells his fiddle to the
Devil, marries a princess, and
loses his soul. This little morality
play is given an almost-epic
the tiny orchestra, including a
dissonant waltz, a march, and a
tango! National Educational
Television has presented no less
than three productions of
L'Histoire in recent years. Pierre
Boulez once dismissed it as trivial;
now he conducts recordings of it.A
This is the century of "isms,'
and music critics have decided
that with L'Histoire Stravinsky
moved from his early dynamism
toward a style of neo-classicism, a
movement that would accord with
his expressed views that music is
of itself inexpressive of any
emotion. Seeking the "arbitrary
limitations of order and discipline
that are essential if an artist is to
achieve real freedom," Stravinsky
developed his own neo-classic style
linked to both 18th century dotted
"• rhythms and jazz. Using precise
metronomic timing and orchestration stressing winds and
brass, he composed such disparate
works as Ragtime and the operaoratorio Oedipus Rex, which
Leonard Bernstein had the courage
to perform at a Young People's
Concert a few years ago. The kids
ate it up; Freud could explain why.
In 1938, Mrs. Robert Woods Bliss
commissioned what came to be
called the Dumbarton Oaks concerto, after her splendid estate in
Washington, D.C. Stravinsky
produced a work for fifteen instruments with contrapuntal
patterns that recall the Brandenburg concertos of Bach. The
composer's
neo-classicism
culminated in his single full-length
stage opera, The Rake's Progress,
in 1951.
The decision create a new work
based on Italian operatic modes
ranging from Mozart to Bellini was
not surprising. In a 1939 "lecture,
(cont'd on next page)
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drawing of picasso by Stravinsky

Wagner's "pretentious music dramas" were relegated to insignificant
niches in Stravinsky's pantheon, leaving the beams of sunlight to fall
upon such opera composers as Verdi, Bizet, Delibes, and- say it ain't so,
Igor-Gounod. The Rake's Progress, inspired by Hogarth's set of etchings, was set to a literate libretto by W. H. Auden, and given a glittering
premiere at the Teatro de la Fenice (in Venice). Many critics wereirked
by what one termed the score's "elegant conceits," but the opera seems
to have found a permanent place in the international repertory. I have
never seen it performed, but on recording The Rake's Progress offers
music that seems lovely, lean, and fiercely independent despite its 18th
century references.
It should not be imagined that Stravinsky spent three decades composing music solely in his neo-classic style. In 1946 he produced the
Symphony in Three Movements, which may turn out to have been the last
major work in symphonic form composed in the United States. This piece
is uniquely vibrant and puzzling, a fusion of jazz, sonata-allergro form,
and God-knows-what-else. Although the second movement was conceived
as a film score, there is a miraculous unity to the work that belies its
hybrid origins. The symphony was given a rapid reading by Arthur
Winograd's orchestra last year. Newly-nationalized Stravinsky even
prepared a special version of the Star-Spangled Banner in Boston during
the Second World War. It was withdrawn after a single performance,
thanks to an old Massachusetts law that pilloried re-arrangements of our
Anthem (which is based on the English drinking-song "To Anacreon in
Heaven") as only slightly less un-American than Sacco and Vanzetti.
Finally, there were the religious works-a Catholic mass, the Canticles,
and Threni (songs of lamentation written in 12-note series). An iconoclast
in music, Stravinsky remained orthodox in religion. When asked if one
had to be a believer to work in religious musical forms, he replied,
"Certainly, and not merely a believer in 'symbolic figures' but in the
Person of the Lord, the Person of the Devil, and the Miracles of the
Church." So there was a chanting Russian archimandrite circling
Stravinsky's coffin at the funeral, and there was the performance of the
Canticles. In that Venice rite, works of a vanishing Slavic church and a
wandering composer confirmed the ever-present role of music as communion.
"Composers combine notes. That is all." Is that enough? Why does it
seem that Stravinsky's greatest works are linked to extra-musical ideas,
back through the Bible to pagan myth? In 1962, on the occasion of his 80th
birthdav. a new ballet work, Noah and the Flood, was televised. Today
it's more than ever clear that the major architect of the 20th century
musical ark was Igor Stravinsky. We were led aboard two-by-two, but it
is he who has floated away, and in a black gondola. So we are left with his
craft. If notes are merely signs, not symbols, then it may not take us
anywhere. Curtained in a colder rain, we may be forced to wait, breaking
our musical fast with serialists like Stockhausen and Berio. Yet perhaps
we shall learn that the carpentry is sound, and that it will lift us upon the
waters.

His funeral rite
confirmed the ever
present role of music
as communion.

drawing of Stravinsky and picasso by jean cocteau
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What to Do
With a Hartford Sunday
by Connie Ware

A stroll through the park, a visit to an art gallery, a ride on a ferry boat,
a chamber music concert are all pleasant ways to spend a Sunday afternoon. In Hartford comparable pastimes might seem impossible to the
neophyte, but do not despair. When I first arrived in Hartford, having
spent my prior years in New York and environs, I asked, "What can you
do in Hartford on a Sunday afternoon?" The response was firm and
unhesitating: "Forget it." If I were asked a similar question today my
response would be equally firm and unhesitating: "Enjoy it."
There is a wide range of cultural and sporting events available in
Greater Hartford. One can even have a choice of theatre matinees. The
Hartford Stage Company, the resident repertory theater on Kingsley
Street (one block south of G. Fox) has Sunday matinees. The Mark Twain
Masquers schedule five plays a season. These performances are given in
the Avery Theater of the Wadsworth Atheneum, International'films are
also shown at the Atheneum. The Center Players perform at the Jewish
Community Center. Also.scheduled at the Atheneum are Sunday afternoon Chamber Music concerts presented in conjunction with the Yale
School of Music. Visiting artist, faculty and student concerts are
frequently on the calendar of Hartt College of Music of the University of
Hartford. A different sort of music is offered by the Hartford Jazz Society
at:The Loft at 495 Farmington Avenue. Check the Bushnell Memorial
concert calendar. Sunday afternoon concerts there are not too frequent
but excellent. Handel's Messiah, for instance, was performed in April.
A gallery-goer can spend many delightful hours strolling through the
Wadsworth Atheneum. (Trinity has always had strong ties with the
-'"nation's first free art museum. The late Chick Austin was simultaneously
curator and Chairman of Department of Art here at Trinity. The Art
Center was named for him.) There are especially fine collections of
porcelain, silver and furniture, no'tfto mentionspaintings and sculpture.
Don'tlet the name of the Children's Museum put you off. For it contains
fine exhibits of nature and handicrafts and has a brand new planetarium
with, regularly scheduled shows (Admission $1.25). You'll find it off
Farmington Avenue just east of West Hartford Center.
The Armory, which is next door
to the State Capitol, has regularly
scheduled exhibitions. These include auto, boat and camping, dog,
home and flower shows. There is at
least one per month - check the
amusement page of the local
paper.

For the sports-minded: In the spring and fall polo is played at the
Farmington Polo Club at 2:30. Admission is free and tail-gating is
popular. One of the nation's most prestigious horseshows is the Children's
Services Horseshow, a four-day affair early in May. Speaking of animals,
the Sherwood Forest Zoo in Kinney Park is worth a visit. Indoor ice
skating is available at a reasonable rate of 75 cents per hour at the
Veterans' Memorial Rink in West Hartford. Skates may also be rented.
Directly across the street from this rink is Cornerstone Pool. A swim here
costs 50 cents per hour. The Hartford Caps basketball team plays at
Bloomfield High School on Sundays also.
There is a bounty of historic homes in the Hartford area. Mark Twain's,
home on Farmington Avenue is a fascinating spot; one feels that the
Clemens family is just out for the afternoon. Be sure to go next door and
visit the Harriet Beecher Stowe house. The cost for a tour of both homes is
$2.00 for students. Another landmark that is currently being restored is
Noah Webster's homestead at South Main Street in West Hartford. Old
Wethersfield has a cluster of historic homes, including one that George
Washington really did sleep in. In Farmington be sure to visit the
Hillstead Museum. This was the home of Mrs. Theodate Riddle and is
maintained exactly as it was in her time. It contains a treasure of French
Impressionist paintings, a great buy at 50 cents admission. Farmington's
Main Street boasts some of the most beautiful 17th, 18th, and 19th century
houses in the nation.
Even though there are no medieval cathedrals in Hartford, explore
some of the local churches. Enjoy the contrast of the gothic Christ Church
Cathedral with the All Saints Russian Orthodox Church; the modern St.
Joseph's Cathedral on Farmington Avenue with the colonial First Church
of Christ in West Hartford; the domed Temple Beth Israel on Farmington
Avenue with the oriental feeling of the Unitarian Church on Bloomfield
Avenue.
Elizabeth Park, which straddles the Hartford-West Hartford town line on
Asylum Avenue boasts a magnificent rose garden containing over 14,000
rose bushes. The other gardens are worth seeing, too. Bring some bread
to feed the ducks and the fattest goldfish extant,
(cont'd on next page)
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Judging by the shortage of parking spaces on campus there are many
students with cars. So hop in your car and do a little exploring outside of
the immediate Hartford area. To the south down Route 91 your first stop
could be in Rocky Hill for a visit to Dinosaur Park. Here is the largest
tract of dinosaur prints in the East, covering 7 1/2 acres and including
more than 1,000 footprints. These tracts were uncovered in 1966 during
highway construction. Continue down and stop in Middletown's Wesleyan
campus. Here one can see the original manuscript for the Einstein
theory. In Haddam pay a visit to Gillette Castle, the ingeniously designed
home of William Gillette the actor who was famed for his role as Sherlock
Holmes. Mr, Gillette had a series of mirrors strategically arranged so
that he could lie in bed and see the entire downstairs of his home. In East
Haddam, just as you cross the Connecticut River, be sure to stop and see
Goodspeed Opera House, a perfectly restored nineteenth century jewel of
an opera house which seats less than 200.
The delightful village of Essex, with its narrow brick sidewalks, is
worth a look. Boat buffs will be enthralled with the large assortment of
boats and yachts tied up at the village dock.
Continuing to the south and east the Harkness Memorial State Park in
New London features formal gardens and the Rex Basher collection of
bird prints. A whole day should be devoted to touring the wonderful
Mystic Seaport which features the Charles W, Morgan, last of the great
wooden whaling ships. Just east of Mystic is the charming village of
Stonington, an old whaling village completely lacking in any commercial
tourist attractions but a real delight to stroll through.
Perhaps on another Sunday set out to New Haven. Take a look at Yale's
whale-shaped Hockey Rink; the Peabody Museum, containing one of the
finest collections of natural history to be found anywhere; the art gallery
with its outstanding American silver collection; the Beinicke Rare Book
and Manuscript Library which houses a Gutenberg Bible in its six story
windowless building. A half hour's drive from New Haven is Stratford
where in late spring and early fall you could attend a matinee performance at the Shakespeare Festival Theatre.
To the immediate west of Hartford the New Britain Museum of
American Art has an amazing collection of art that includes Georgia
O'Kci'ffe, George Bellows and Andrew Wyeth. Beyond New Britain in
Bristol visit the American Clock and Watch Museum which displays over
GOO docks dating back to 1790. Drive seventeen miles northeast of Bristol
and you will find Litchfield, called the Christinas card village by a friend
of mine because it looks just like the front of a Christmas card. Here you
will find dm lined streets filled with some of the most magnificent
Colonial homes in America.
Here is a potpourri of ideas: take a ride on the Glastonbury ferry, visit
the Hitchcock Chair factory in Riverton, sample fresh cider at the Avon
Cider Mill, poke around the huge discount Railroad Salvage store in South
Windsor, tour the dungeon at Old Newgate Prison in East Granby, take a
trolley ride at the Trolley Museum in Branford.
Nothing to do on a Sunday afternoon - don't you believe it.

Sculpture Foyer, Wadsworth Atheneum

Mark Twain House, Hartford
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Father Forgive Them
For They Know Not
What They Do
by Dick Vane

"Thou art Peter and upon this rock I will build my church."
Matt. 16:18
The Roman Catholic Church is approaching its two thousandth birthday. It has weathered a Reformation and a Renaissance, a split with
it's Eastern orthodox adherents, countless wars and a few Tom Tryon
movies. It has stood fast before the wrath of the Romans and it has told
Attila the Hun to go home. It has had perhaps more men die for its beliefs
than any other faith the world has known. Yet today the Catholic Church
is slowly dying,, not from the exterior wounds inflicted on it by those,
on its annihilation,'but.rather from within, from the disintegration of the
faith of its adherents. The rock of the Church is crumbling at its base
because the Church has failed those who give it its life - its young people.
1 grew up in a parish in Stamford, Connecticut. The Chifrch was filled to
capacity every Sunday. Sometimes it was necessary to offer mass in the
Church's basement because the body of the Church was filled to overflowing.
There were three different choirs, a girls choir, a boy's choir and an
adult choir, and the latter two were so popular that recordings were made
. of their music and were readily sold throughout the parish. The school

's
-intellectual explores the
effects of the Vatican
.Council on the declining
faith of Catholic
adolescents •
was enlarged, a convent was built and there was talk of building a
gymnasium for the school. The Church was as prosperous as the times.
But by 1965 the Church had begun laying the seeds of its own destruction. As a result of the setibnd Vatican Council, a massive series of
changes were implemented, transforming almost every phase of the
liturgy. The Church was to modernize,'to move with1 the times or as so
many newly "hip" priests declared, "to get with it." It has been seven
years since those original alterations were established, and many more
have followed. Their full effect is only now being realized. The foundation
of the .Church is folding beneath the layers of those changes.
One reason for the Church's collapse has little to do with the decrees of
the Vatacan Council. It has to do with the reckless expansion of some
dioceses, often with no other ostensible purpose than the enhancement of

the prestige of the diocese's bishop. A prime example is that of the Rev.
Walter W. Curtis, bishop of Bridgeport. In the early ltfKOs, ibis nowly

construction helmet. Not that there was an overwhelming need for all
that construction. One parish in Stamford was divided four timis, the last
time a few days after the parent parish had just consecrated its new
convent. Each of the four parishes then began funding drives so that a
church, school and in some cases, convents and rectories could he built.
Parishonera became angry at having to leave a parish into which they
had put so much time and money and they grew weary of reaching into
their pockets yet another time. With the advent of the recession. Curtis'
schools have begun dying off faster than is support for ii* WMI1 in
Southeast Asia. The aggravation which parishoners iirsi. f«K with expansion has grown into disgust. Church attendance has su&red. And.
with the death of the parochial school system the OVanvh will lose a
valuable asset in the teaching of the faith.
But more important in the intensifying dissatisfaction vviui i.lvu Ctnuvh
has been the changes in the liturgy, in trying to "get with i f the Church
has sacrificed its beauty. Especially to adolescents the Chuvrh',-> attempt
to become more personal has come off as hypocritical. For the older
generations there is too much movement involved in today's liturgy, and
not enough of the solemnity which characterized the services of ten years
ago. For all Catholics there is not enough time left in today's mass for
introspection, for thinking about the events one has just witnessed on the
altar. One is too busy wondering about when he has to stand up next or too
nervous about having to shake the hand of the stranger next to him while
offering a half-hearted "peace" to be concerned with the real meaning of
what the priest is re-enacting. Faith is born in introspection. One doesn't
become a strong Christian in chanting thousands of meaningless phrases
or singing a few songs or moving up and down every five minutes, but in
the quiet realm of thinking about Christ and what he really taught.
One of the first noticeable changes resulting from the Vatican Council
was the new language incorporated into the mass. Gone was the incredible beauty of the Last Gospel (John 1: 1-14). Gone too were all the
old constructions in an attempt to make the language of the mass
equivalent to the common language of today's people. It was like asking
Mickey Spillane to update Shakespeare's language. Take the new wording of the Passion, for example. At the climax of the event, when Jesus
begs from the cross for the forgiveness of those who have crucified him,
the traditional' 'Father forgive them for they know not what they do'' has
been replaced by "Forgive them Father cause they don't know what
they're doing." The character of Christ's work seems to me to demand a
"higher" language that the language and the works might be on the same
plane. The new style, rather than making the gospels more personal,
almost degrades the character of their actions.
The grace and beauty of the service, its ritual, also has been maimed in
the transformation. The movements of the altar boys have been
restricted or totally eradicated; thence the flow of the mass has suffered.
Many of the more solemn rituals, such as benediction, are no longer
practiced while others have been radically altered. Funerals and
marriages have become more mundane as have other cef emonies. Much
of the awe and reverence, the mystery of the liturgy has been lost.
In an attempt to get the congregation to participate more in the service,
it was decided that the entire congregation would sing at every mass. The
bellowing of the congregation resulted in the end of both the boys and
girls choirs in my parish. The adult choir sang along with the people for
the most part. Their prominence diminished as rapidly as did their
membership, The harmonic beauty of the choirs has been replaced by the
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inhibited squeaking of the congregation many of whom can't sing and the
majority of whom don't want to.
As part of the drive for involvement the pulpit has suddenly become a
center of reform rather than of teaching. Suburban priests have become
"instant authorities" in regards to ghetto life, race relations, and the new
morality. The drive which the priests now evince in their sermons has
been long overdue. But their content and their manner of expression
seem hypocritical to most adolescents and many adults. Priests couch
their sermons in hip jargon, many times misusing phrases, and, more
often, appearing unnatural, either through embarrassment or selfsatisfaction. Adolescents naturally began to lose respect for those priests
who seemed foolish during their mod sermons. Many priests have totally
assumed the mentality of adolescents at the price of the loss of their
respect.

The folk mass was part of this movement. It was expected that making
the mass "relevent" would cause a new outbreak of faith among
teenagers. What better way to achieve relevancy than through making
the music of the kids the music of the mass? Music after all, is where
most kids are really at. But not the way that the Church has incorporated
that music. It isn't 'the kids' any more. The melody of the music has been
kept but the words have been changed to make them more religious. The
end result: a feeling of phoniness resulting in folk masses attended less by
adolescents than adults.
Many parishes now hold mass in gymnasiums because they haven't
enough money to build a church. Oyerexpansion has left parishes not only
with angry feelings towards the bishop but without churches in which to
worship. Catholics in Stamford are still worshipping in gymnasiums,
seven years after the establishment of their new parish. Children have
grown up gazing at basketball hoops instead of stained glass windows and
the carved stations of the cross. Again the result of modernization and
expansion has been the abasement of the Church in the eyes of its young.
Inside these churches the parishoners follow the mass not with the
missals which have been handed down from generation to generation
within families, but with 30 page monthly pamphlets. Instead of bound
books with brilliant pictures, the Church now has stapled pieces of paper
which are replaced every month with new stapled pieces of paper.
The gymnasium churches and the pamphlet missals are symbolic of
why the church is failing its young people. For 20 centuries the Church
has represented permanence. It gained its strength from its stability, its
history. It was something you could always depend on. The entire world
might revolt but the Church would always be there, and you wouldn't
have to re-learn how to1participate in it. The Church provided a sense of
security which no other institution could furnish. In medieval times the
Church was a sanctuary for those in tear of society's forces. In a very real
sense, the Church of ten years ago was a sanctuary too, a holy place
where one could go and think and find solace. It was the entire atmosphere
which provided that solace. A basketball court just isn't a suitable substitute.
In adolescence, when everything else around them is radically
changing, youths often look for something which they can hold on to,
something which can give them a real sense of security. Dr. M. Curtis
Langhorne, professor of psychology, explained what may be going on in a
youth's mind during adolescence. "Frequently the adolescent may desire
to go back to the security he felt as a child when he experiences the turbulence of the teenage years. This desire may take the form of renewed
interest in the Church." But when adolescents turn back to the Church
now there is nothing for them to hold. The solidity of the Church is gone.
Tomorrow's adolescents probably won't even turn to the Church.
The Catholic Church has assumed the instability of adolescence. Its
priests vocalize it, its pamphlets manifest it and its changing folk songs
amplify it. Adolescents need something that they can look up to, that they
can depend on. It is time for the Church to recognize that its program of
modernization has failed and that it is time to return to those factors
which gave it its strength; its permanence, its language, its ritual, its
choirs and its mystery.
The recent appearance of' 'Jesus freaks" and the success of albums like
Superstar and others, show that the young are reaffirming the need for
religion in their lives. The Church must answer this need. The rock on
which Christ founded his Church was cracked, but it hasn't broken. It's
time for Mother Church to mend it.
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The Culture Vultures
by Alan MarchisottoWith the announcement of the initiation of
a WASP studies , program at Howard
University, there has been a clamor of late
for a similar program at Trinity. This has
been given special impetus by the College's
location on the fringes of suburbia. From a
moral standpoint, it has been argued that it
is the duly of this campus to involve itself
in the very pressing problems of West
Hartford and Farmington. A number of
students have been working on their own in
various problem pockets. The large Trinity
turnout at. the Hartford Cup Hugby matches
held last week at the Farmington Polo Club
is a clear indication of student commitment
in this area.
The College is, of course, aware of its
responsibilities to the community and is
attempting to organize, in its usual
shoestring manner, a number of cooperative
programs whereby students from Miss
Porter's School have been brought on
campus to help ease their transition to
college. Given the state of colleges today,
that is no mean task. The cultural shock
must be enormous. These and other
programs have not proved satisfactory,
however, to many students on campus. They
are looking to the College to make a greater
sacrifice. To head off any untoward incidents, the Administration, in collaboration
with an arm-lwisted faculty, has decided to
institute a comprehensive cultural studies
program. This is being tied in to the three
year degree program whereby a culture
major may graduate as soon as he has
exhausted the opportunities offered in his
Held at Trinity. Given the nature of the
subject matter, it is not unlikely that we will
soon see a six month degree program, at the
end of which time, the WASP culture major
will be equipped to attend all events sponsored by the NYAC, A masters degree in his
field will launch him on the renowned
cocktail circuit.
Unfortunately, given the finite nature of
Trinity's finances, the culture program will
be forced to draw to a limited extent from
established academic departments. The
history department, for example,..will ••be
forced to close down, with the exception of
the British Civilization course which was
found to be relevant to the new reality. The
English Department, to the surprise of no
one, will be strengthened. The argument
that many departments are not now able to
offer as many courses as they should was
dismissed by students as the kind of intelleclualism that has no place in an
academic community. Evidently, it has
been decided that rather than do a few
things very well, everything will be done
poorly. Rather than depth at Trinity, we will
have broad shallowness. This should
remove a tremendous burden from those
faculty members and department chairmen

who were attempting to preserve and increase the quality of their respective
disciplines. A new "relaxed" academic
atmosphere will no doubt bring forth that
latent academic promise which so many
students were unable to cultivate under the
more processed demands of the outmoded
liberal arts program.
An early attempt was made to combine
Anglo-American studies and GermanAmerican studies into a "First World"
studies program. However, the GermanAmerican students were most vociferous in
their opposition to being included with the
WASPS, pointing out that they were a
distinct entity and had no desire to be
submerged into a larger group. No doubt
they are waiting for the time when they, too,
can break into the ethnic big leagues. For
now, they have contented themselves with
guzzling Lowenbrau which, they say, increases their Nordic awareness.
A special student-faculty-administrationeveryone committee, the so-called Culture
Vultures, is designing a plan for the future
growth of the College in harmony with the
new culture program. This is the fourth such
plan this year and accounts for Trinity's
unique ability to escape rational growth.
They envision a period when everyone will
be divided according to their socio-economic
backgrounds and assigned to a house on
Vernon Street. Anyone not desiring to join
would be left to the vicissitudes of peer
pressure. But first, the houses have to be
renovated so as to support each group in the
style to which they are accustomed. Accordingly, the Art Department budget will
be diverted next year for decorative purposes. As the Vultures point out, paint is
paint regardless of whether it is on a wall or
on a canvas.
There are rumors of opposition to this
cultural renaissance among members of the
College Community, if we may resurrect a
dead term on which one of our former
growth plans was based. They do not seem
to be able to reconcile themselves to the idea
that, academics should be governed by
current fads. The Vultures are determined,
however, to develop their program at all
costs. The federal government, if has been
suggested, is willing to underwrite the
program for three years. Under this kind of
program, a large group of courses is added
to the curriculum and the necessary
academic accoutrement are engaged. After
having been incorporated into the College
structure, and run at an expensively high
level for three years, it is turned over to the
College, to be run out of its own pocket, a
prime example of lethal aid, a government
specialty. But then three years is a long
time. Perhaps by then, the great minds of
the College may have rediscovered liberal
arts.
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Letters to the editor
Teud'
To the Editor:
In reference to the differences between
CEAG and Andrew Wolf's clean-up,
alienation was not intended, at least not on
my part. My critical outlook on the clean-up
was taken primarily to clearly establish the
different attitudes of the two groups, not to
demean any of Mr. Wolf's workers. If I had
known that Mr. Wolf would gloss over that
critical issue in half a sentence, I wouldn't
have had to polarize the two events.
Mr. Wolf is under the mistaken impression
that because it is easier to sign a check than
to rake rubbish, that soliciting money has no
place in a college campus. Using that same
philosophy,! am sure that Mr. Wolf would
condemn collecting money for the American
Cancer Society, Martin Luther King Fund,
or the International Walk for Development.
After all, isn't it farcical to assume that
money to fund a full-time group of
professionals (doctors) can help solve the
problems of the nation's poor, ludicrous! I
would like to see Mr. Wolf tell the hundreds
of millions of starving children that it is
more important for Trinity students to have
a learning experience than raise money to
buy them food.
It is very apparent that Mr. Wolf is
completely unaware of the existing environmental crisis. By assuming that he was
cleaning up what a "capitalistic industrialoriented society has created," he proves my
point. What Mr. Wolf and his workers did
was only to clean-up after sloppy Trinity
students. Certainly a job worth doing, but
how can it possibly be compared to saving a
dying world?
Regarding the accusation of personal
frustration, it is true. However, this
frustration is derived from sound political
and scientific knowledge of the situation, not
ignorance. Is it really a "second-class
syndrome" to know one's own limitations'?
And impatience, if Mr. Wolf were aware of
some of the dire calculations of impending
world doom, I would hope that he would be
Mr. Wolf's accusation of snobbery is simply
an attempt to try to get attention away from
his misleadership of the Trinity workers and
his general ecological unawareness. Envisioning a possible reply from Mr, Wolf, I
believe that the Tripod should not be used to
carry out a personal feud. Therefore, if Mr.
Wolf would like to publicly debate me on the
issue, I would gladly accept his
challenge....And from one seed to another,
don't tread on me.
Peter Basch '74

'Walk'
To the Editor:
May 9, 1971 is International Walk for
Development Day. Essentially this means
that millions of people around the world will
show they care about ending hunger,
malnutrition, and poverty on local, domestic
and foreign levels by supporting the Walk.
Here in Hartford there will be 15 to 25
thousand walkers alone. Over 400 American
cities and over 40 nations will be having
Walks on Hunger on that same day. It will be
a worldwide effort to bring to the attention
of the ones who can do something about it,
the terrible plight of millions of human
beings.
Development as a means to ending these
ills is the key philosophy behind the Hartford Walk on Hunger.
The Walk Committee, consisting of persons directing the local walks, decide to
which projects the money raised by the
walkers will be allocated. The money raised
will be used to establish breakfast and lunch
programs in Connecticut schools, a food
cooperative store in a north Hartford
community, and for various other local and
national programs. The money will be used
on an international level for development
projects in Ethiopia, Guatemala, and Peru.
One outcome of the Walks on Hunger will be
the start of a better life for millions of
deprived people around the world by
sponsoring projects to help them.
Equal amounts of money will be allocated
domestically and abroad. The reason for
this is to back up the belief that this is one
world, and what goes on in one place affects
the rest of the world directly or indirectly.
This Walk relates to the Trinity College
Community. Trinity College is an integral
part of Hartford, not a separate entity.
Although Trinity College is isolated from the
surrounding area, it is only with some iron
fences. The student body eventually must
join the outside vvorld in which poverty,
crime, and disease is a very real thing. The
Trinity College community can not be HO
unrealistic as to think what goes on outside
does not affect them. The student body and
the faculty can support the Walk on Hunger
by walking the twenty-five mile route or as
much of it as possible through Hartford,
East Hartford, and West Hartford, and by
sponsoring others who are walking. It is
essential that the Trinity College community give all possible support to the Walk,
The outcome will directly affect the city,
country, and world it is part of.
Dorothy Greenberg 74

This Week
TUESDAY, May 4
8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Pre-registration for
Christmas Term, Washington Room
3:15 p.m. Women's LaCrosse - MacDuffie Away
7:30and9:45 p.m. Film: "Odd Man Out" Cinestudio
8:30 p.m. Piano Recital by Tim Woolsey
'71 - Garmany Hall
10:30 p.m. Compline - Chapel
WEDNESDAY, May 5
8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Pre-registration
(continued), Washington Room
Noon The Eucharist— Memorial Service Requiem for Kent State and Jackson
college Chapel
1:30 p.m. Golf - Providence - Home
3:00 p.m. V. Baseball - Wesleyan - Away
3:00 p.m. Tennis - Wesleyan - Home
3:00 p.m. Track - Coast Guard - Away
4:00 p.m. Prof. Bradley Perry will speak
on "Community and Regional PlanningWhat? For Whom? How?" •ronsored by
Physics Dept. - Rm. 213, Mrt'ook Bldg.
7:30 p.m. Film: ''The Prime of Miss Jean
Brodie" - Cinestudio
9:40p.m. Film: "The Great White Hope" Cinestudio
THURSDAY, May (i
:i:00 p.m. Women's LaCrosse - Miss
Proter's - Away
7:30 p.m. and 9:40 p.m. Films (as Wednesday) - Cinestudio
»: 15 Theatre Arts Program,' 'For the H***
Of It", Goodwin Theatre, A.A.C. — General
Admission $2.00, Faculty & Students $1.00
10:30 p.m. The Eucharist - Chapel
FRIDAY, May 7
Crew - Dad Vail Regatta at Phila.
(Saturday also)
-i:tiO p.m. Lecture by Prof. William
Scnerson, Bishop's Univ., Canada1 "Martin
Buber and the I—Thou Relation" sponsored

by Philosophy Club - L.S.C. Auditorium
5:00 p.m. Shabbat and Kiddush sponsored
by HiHel - Goodwin Lounge
7:30 and 11:45 p.m. Film: "The Great
White Hope" - Cinestudio
5):30 p.m. Film: "The Prime of Miss Jean
Brodie" - Cinestudio
8:15 p.m. Theatre Arts Production (as
Thursday)
SATURDAY, May 8
All Day Community Education Workshops
L.S.C.
2:00 p.m. F. LaCrosse - Williams - Home
•2:00 p.m. F. Baseball - Amherst - Away
2:00 p.m. V. Baseball - W.P.I. - Away
2:30 p.m. V. LaCrosse - Nichols - Away
7:30p.m. Film: "The Prime of Miss Jean
Brodie" - Cinestudio
0:45 p.m. Film: "The Great White Hope" Cinestudio
IS:IS p.m. Theatre Arts Program (as
Thursday)
SUNDAY, May i)
10:30 a.m. The Eucharist in the Chapel
Garden with the parishes of St. James and
Good Sheperd. Sermon by the Chaplain.
12:00 noon - 6:00 p.m. Free Concert
sponsored by MHBofG, L.S.C.
Quad - Bnads
"Black Forest Rhodes'1, "Ghost Dance",
"Leg-End", "Sba-Na-Na"
1:15 p.m. Newman Apostolate Mass Alumni Lounge
7:30 p.m. Film: "La Guerre Est Pinie" Cinestudio
9:45 p.m. Film: "La Strada" - Cinestudio
8:15 p.m. Theatre Arts (as Thursday)
MONDAY, May HI
(>;30 and 7:15 p.m. Cre Annual Reception
and Dinner, Faculty Club and Hamlin Hall
tt:15 p.m. Theatre Arts Program ias
Thursday i
7:30 and 9:45 p.m. Films: (as Sunday) Cinestudio
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Cage G

3 Professors

Tries New Method

Given Posts
As Chairmen

Shamamy Drops Lectures

The appointment of new department
chairmen in chemistry, engineering and
physics at Trinity College has been announced by President Lockwood.
The new chairmen to assume duties July
1 are: Dr. Henry A. DePhillips, Jr. in
chemistry; Professor August E. Sapega in
engineering and Dr. Charles R. Miller in
physics.
Dr. DePhillips will succeed Dr. Robert H,
Smellie, professor of chemistry and
chairman of the department since 1963. Dr.
Smellie will continue to teach. DePhillips
has a Ph.D. from Northwestern where he
was a National Institute of Health Research
Fellow.
His specialty is physical chemistry and
biochemistry.
Sapega succeeds Dean Edwin Nye,
Hallden Professor of Engineering for 11
years and head of the department from 1960
to 1970 when he was appointed Dean of the
Faculty.
Nye will continue to teach one course each
term.
Sapega holds degrees from Columbia
University and is currently a candidate for
the Ph.D. in electrical engineering at
Worcester Polytechnic Institute.
He joined the Trinity faculty in 1951. He
has been a full professor since 1967. He has
beeii acting chairman of the department
since Nye was appointed Dean.
Awarded a National Science Foundation

by Paul Dumont
If you take a basic engineering course class sessions, and failure to pass any test is
with Dr. Mark M. Shamamy next semester, never held against a student, Shamamy
don't expect to hear any lectures. Shamamy said.
Passing a test earns the student a
will employ a new teaching method that
eliminates "the lecture as the source of designated number of points for the unit,
critical information, and allows the student Shamamy continued. The total number of
points earned by the end of the semester
largely to teach himself at his own pace.
In an interview Friday, the assistant makes up 70% of a students's grade, with the
professor of engineering explained that the final examination accounting for the other
new method, called Personalized Self-Paced 30%, he said.
Progress charts are kept for each student,
Instruction, limits the instructor's role to
the making up of exams and the answering Shamamy said. Since the students work at
their own pace, the course could be finished
of specific questions during class time.
The material to be used in the course is in less than one semester, he noted.
Shamamy said the new method is not
divided into units which correspond roughly
to a series of homework assignments, applicable to non-science courses, because
Henry DePhillips, Jr., associate
Shamamy continued. The units come in a the material there is too abstract for the
professor of chemistry, has been named
definite numerical order, and the student is testing involved in the method.
to head the department. August Sapega
According to Shamamy, the method
required to show his master of each unit
and Charles Miller have also been apbefore moving on to the next. A "readiness worked out "very well" in a trial effort last
pointed chairmen of the engineering and
test" determines the student's mastery, semester. He based this opinion on a
physics departments respectively.
questionnaire given to students in the
Shamamy said.
course. He reported that out of 11 students
Class
time
is
devoted
to
discussion
and
grant in i960, Professor Sapega has been problem-solving, he explained. Students can questioned, all said the method was at least
instrumental since in developing the raise any questions they have at this time. If as good as conventional methods, and nine
computer systems and instruction at Trinity any student feels that these informal said it was better.
and in working out the current cooperative sessions
"Up until now we've concentrated our
still do not clear up his questions,
program with Rensselaer Polytechnic In- he is responsible
for setting up private efforts on improving lectures," Shamamy
stitute in Hartford.
sessions, sessions with the instructor or with said, "never asking if there was a better
Dr. Miller succeeds Dr. F. Woodbridge a student proctor, Shamamy said.
way." He contended that good texts
Constant, Jarvis Professor of Physics and
He claimed that the use of upperclassmen eliminate the need for lectures, that an
head of the department from 1946 to 1969, as proctors permitted repeated testing and instructor need be present only to answer
and Dr. Robert Lindsay, associate professor tutoring, and enhanced the community questions and clear up special problems.
of physics who was acting chairman last aspect of an educational process.
Shamamy said he would explain the
year. Dr. Miller has been acting chairman
Tests are usually given during regular method to all of the basic-science inof the department this year.
structors, in hopes that they would try out
the method in their courses. At present, he
Summer '71
said, only Engineering 323 has employed
Personalized Self-Paced Instruction.
Shamamy learned of the method at a
meeting last year of the American Society
For Engineering Education, where Dr.
Frederick S. Keller of Arizona State
Undergraduate and Graduate Courses for Men and Women
University presented a paper outlining his
results using the method. Keller was
TWO FIVE-WEEK SESSIONS
promoting the method for use in psychology
and engineering courses, as well as other
ARTS, MUSIC, SCIENCES
Day and evening courses open ro
disciplines, Shamamy said.
AND TEACHER EDUCATION
degree, non-degree and qualified
He added that the method has been used in
high school students
Two Sessions-,
basic engineering courses at the UniverJune 14 - July 15;
Teacher certification courses
sities of Texas and Vermont, and in biology
July 19- August 18
Residence facilities
and psychology courses elsewhere.

MANHATTANVILLE

MASTER OF ARTS PROGRAM
June 14-July 22

Air conditioned classrooms
Recreational facilities
Special lectures, concerts, films

for 197] Summer Session brochure write to
Director of Admissions, Manhqtianville College /

Purchase, New York 10577 /

(914) WHite Plaint 6-9600

Notices

Go all the way...

PICK A PAIR
In brewing Buds, our choice is to go all
the way. We hope beer matters enough
to you that you too will go all the way
. . . to Budweiser.
And right now, that goes double:
Pick up iwo 6-paks of the King of Beers
It's the smart way to buy.

WHEN VOU SAY

Budweiser
YOU'VE SAID IT ALL!

Organizations
Any student organization wishing to have
information concerning that organization
updated or newly included in the 1971-1972
Handbook may submit a short description of
the group's functions and purposes to Ellen
Mulqueen, Assistant Director of Mather
Campus Center before May 7.

Sale
There is a Student Silkscreen Sale at 7-30
P.M. on May 4 in the basement of Boardrrian
Hall. Browsers welcome.

Buber
William Sherson of Bishops University in
Canada will lecture Friday on "Martin
Buber and the I-Thou Relation". Prof
Sherson w.ll speak in the Life Sciences
Auditorium at 4 p.m.
Interested in starting your own
business this summer with a new,
nationally.known product? Write
R.A.H. Distributing Company, Suite
i " , 4821 Sahler St., Omaha,
Nebraska 68104 or call Area Code
^02-455-3395 (no collect calls).
•

I,

,.

ANHEUSER-BUSCH. INC . ST LOUIS

FOLK GUITAR
Fifteen week course
in >our own home. Starts from
the beginning. Well known folk
song with each new strum. Hear
what you are learning on accompanying 12-inch long play
listening guide record.
$9.95 Complete
KOR INFORMATION WRITE:
Folk Guitar
New York Folk Studios
P.O. Box 1049
White Plains. Nw v*.i. .«»
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Wesleyen Downs R unners;
R on DuckettBrilliant Again f

It all came down to (.ho last event, the mile
relay, as the Trinity-Wesleyan track meet
neared completion. Wesleyan won the event
and the meet. With the B2-72 loss the Bantams record dropped a 2-3-1, and, with only
two more meets left, it appears doubtful that
the Buranmen will reach the .500 barrier.
"We had a number of outstanding individual performances," said coach Dave
Buran, "but our lack of depth hurt us. We
only managed three second places. This is
the second meet which has been decided on
the final relay. Depth has been our big
problem."

Freshman Ron Duckett was brilliant once
again for the Bantams. The football and
basketball star ran a 9.9 hundred and a 22.4
220, the best times recorded in those events
in about five years'according to Buran. "I
think Ron may be able to do a 9.8 hundred
before the year is over," said Buran.
Another significant triumph for Trinity
was Tom Buchenau's win in the high hurdles. Buchenau edged Wesleyan's John
Gross, an outstanding runner who had
beaten Buchenau during the indoor season.
It wasBuchenau's best time of the year. He
has lost only once this season, and that was a
disputed race at Williams in which it was
claimed that the Eph runner jumped the
gun.
John Durl'and turned in his best "time o'f the
year in winning the mile, while Gary
Czajkowski produced his best distance in the
triple jump. Glenn Ryer and Raph Morini
were double winners for Trinity, Ryer
Roy Dath and his varsity tennis team copping both the long and high jumps while
made a journey to Cambridge last weekend, Morini captured the shot and javelin events.
but their hosts from M.I.T. proved to be Ed Raws won the discus event with a
quite unhospitable by downing the Bantam distance of 142-11.
"I think we should do well in The
raequetmen, (i-3, The loss pegs Trinity's
record at 1-3 on the season. The netmen will Easterns," Buran said. Buran listed
attempt to regain their winning form Duckett, Buchenau, Durland, Czajkowski
tomorrow afternoon at home against and Raws as possible standouts in the
Easterns, to be played at Brandeis May 15.
Wesleyan at 3:00 p.m.
The Trin courtiers could come up with but The Bantams travel to Coast Guard
one victory in singles matches against the tomorrow.
Engineers. That one was Bruce Mahaffey's
2-1 set win.
In doubles the Bantams fared better, but it
was too late to pull the tide to Trinity's side.
The team of Dick Palmer and Rick Palamar
won their match in straight sets, while
Malcolm MacColl and George Sutherland
took a three-set win.
The Krosh
Dath's successful freshman team upped
its season mark to 4-1 with a 7-2 triumph
over the M.I.T. yearlings, The frosh are at
home this afternoon in a 3:00 p.m. contest
The 14 man Freshman lacrosse squad has
against Wesleyan,
problems, not the least of which is the fact
Steve Seligman, Bruce Bossidy, John that there are only 14 men on the team.
McCook, and Chris Merrow all won their Despite this fact they have continued with
singles matches in straight sets. In doubles their schedule, playing teams which are
all three Trinity teams were victorious. Jon bigger and more experienced.
Emery-Seligman, Ed Heiderich-Bossidy,
Such a team was Choate. The Bantams
and Bruce Kahn-Don Hawley won con- lost 9-2, and, the game, or at least the second
vincing straight set triumphs over their half, was a lot closer than the score might
M.I.T. foes.
indicate. The Bants trailed 6-1 at the half,
and then held Choate to three goals in the
final periods.
Jack Cowles led the Trinity scoring by
IMPROVE GRADES
getting both scores. His two goals helped but
Improve Grades Whtlo Davotfng
Tho Same Amount Of Time To Study
weren't enough. The defense, however, was
USE STUDY SOUNDS
Increase Your Concentration And Improve
very good. Coach Bill Sferro said the
Your Comprehanalon. Study At A Foster Rate.
defense was, "at times the best it has been
ELECTRONICALLY PRODUCED SOUNDS
CAUSE THIS TO HAPPEN
this season." He added, "Goalie Chris Wyle
Pleasa Specify
8 Track Tope, Cassette, Or I P Record
played his best game yet."
Send Check or Money Order — $9,95 Each
Include 75Q Handling and Postage
Sound Concepts, Inc., —> Box 3B52 .
Coach Sferro thought the team had started
CharfoUesWIfa, Va. 22902
to improve after last Monday's scrimmage
with UConn, but the game against Choate
JUST LIKE MOM'S BAKING
was "not our best performance to date." In
the end, the greater experience of Choate
DECORATED CAKE $4.00
made the difference.
WILL DELIVER TO CAMPUS
Tomorrow the frosh take on Amherst, the
first of three final games. Coach Sferro
Telephone 529-4911
Mrs. R.H.Cilpin
hopes to cop all three games to 'even' the
Wethersfield, Conn,
19 Fairview Drive
team's record at 3-4.

—

Netmen Lose
To Engineers

Frosh Stickers
LoseToChoate

STUDY SOUNDS

EUROPE
Year round student charters,
tours, employment opportunities,
discounts.
Anglo America Assoc.
P. O. Box 36
Nahant, MA. 01908

ABC PSZZA HOUSE
Across from Trinity Cotlena
287 New Britain Av«.,
Hartford

"CaU before you tea**
the Campus"
Phono 247-0234
Mon. - Thw. 11 «jn.-12 pjn.
Fri. and Sit. 11 u n . - l tun.
Sun.-12a.m.-ll p.m.

SUMMER STORAGE
Gem-Mayflower movers are storing
students belongings this summer.
Very reasonable cost includes
pickup and delivery from campus.
Keep your stereo, radio, clothes and
books safe and secure.
See VIC HAAS
Box 541
or Call 247-7498

(Law.soii Pholo)
Starting off fast in the high hurdles, Tom Buchenau, third from left, shows the form
which has made him Trinity's most consistent runner. Tom wont on to win this race
against Mlddlcbury. Andy Taussig is at far left.

Fried Dunked

Lightweights Sink lona
by Christopher
It was amazing! If I hadn't been there
myself, I would not have believed it. Our
heroes, those dauntless incompetents,
packed excitement, thrill, romance, and
acrobatics all into a short, one-half hour
period.
As mentioned in this article (if you all
were paying attention last Friday), the
lightweights were at home this week while
everyone else was at the New England
Championships at Worcester. A few
fledgling fans showed up at 10:30 a.m. to see
this wonder of the modern world.
It looked like a bad day all around. On the
way to the starting line, the coxswain's
mouth began to bleed; several minutes
later, Joe Pratt broke an oar. When we had
finally gotten a spare oar out of the
boathouse, Ed Potter broke his shoelaces —
a major catastrophe. After awakening our
very own Sleeping Beauty (who rows all the
starboard positions at once), Trinity lined
up at the starting post. It was as much of a
puzzlement to lona, I am sure, as it was to
the members of the Bantam's crew that the
head referee gave lona a 1/4 length lead at
the start. Nonetheless, the lights, having no
alternative, broke off the start at a 48.
It is an old crew adage that whenever your
own team comes off the line well, the other

Robin's Bear
crew comes off better, and when your
favorites come off poorly, the opposition
starts worse, and this fundamental adage of
crew held this week. lona had opened their
handicap to a 3/4 length lead by the tenth
stroke of the race. From there it was all
uphill. By the settle, Trinity had moved back
to trail by only one seat (about 4 feet). Iona's
power 10's just did not move them, and when
our boys took a power at the 500-meter
mark, they took trie lead for the first time,
by about two seats. And there it stayed until
the bridge (1000), where the lights took
another power 10, and opened their lead to
about 3/4 of a length.
Time was running out on the lights: they
had reached 1400 meters (known to the
initiates as Bernoulli Flats), and were
leading by only about a length. The Bantams
called for another 20, and moved out to
almost a 2-length lead. By this time, lona
had begun to panic, and they took the stroke
up to a 38. Trin, on the other hand, unruffled,
rowed a nice calm 42. By the white house ("I
love coffee....40strokes to go"), thelead was
about 21/2 lengths; and from here the Bants
famed sprint brought them home (44; 47;49)
easily, by almost 3 lengths. Their time was
5:28, — 20 seconds faster than they had ever
rowed the course before!
But the best was yet to come: in the
exuberance of the moment, the crew tossed
cox Hank Fried so high and so hard that he
did a double somersault into the water!
Amazing, This victory established Trinity
as definitely as one of the crews to beat next
week. Watch for a five-boat finish next week
— Georgetown, Marietta, Fordham, Merchant Marine, and Trinity -— with the Bant's
by Shawn O'Donnell
sprint to carry them into the first two or
At home and away weekend series found many at-bats, including two •, doubles. three. Philadelphia, watch out!
Boating: Bow, John Gatsos; 2, Joe
the Trinity baseball team onthe short end in Bantam backstop Don Veiring had two
Pratt; 3, John Mattus; 4, H.D. Potter; 5,
both games. On Friday, AIC clinched a 4-3 singles.
Tufts pulled the same trick on John David Gellatley; 6, Dave Banash; 7, John
victory in the bottom of the ninth inning by
scoring a run on two walks, an error and a Suroviak that AIC had used on Foster. With Tyner; Stroke, Steve Prudden; Cox, Hank
single. One day later, the Bantams the score tired 1-1 in the bottom of the Fried: Mascot, Maud Pratt.
welcomed Tufts to Jessee Field only to have seventh, Centerfielder Dave Nichols
the Jumbos score twice in the eighth to walked, stole second, and scored on an error
register a come-from-behind 3-2 win. It was to give Trinity a short-lived lead. The
the third straight defeat for the slumping Jumbos came back in the eighth with two
You can win prizes for your writing
Shultsmen. Rain halted a Trinity-Coast runs on two hits, an error and a passed ball.
ability. Deliver poems to Hugh Ogden,
Guard contest earlier in the week with the The Bantams had six hits in all and an rbi
stories to Steven Minot, Essays to Paul
Hilltoppers trailing. Fortunately, the game ground out by Foster who plays rightfield or
Smith, plays to David Eliet, and taped
had not gone long enough to be official. second base between mound starts. Mike
speeches to John Dando.
Trinity's record was three and eight going James, the field leader with just the right
into yesterday's game with cross-town rival amount of calculated dash, a Pee Wee
Reese with annuities, was the only man to
UHart.
All purpose star Bill Foster went the route get two hits for the losers. Suroviak turned
against AIC as he suffered his second loss of in yet another fine effort, allowing no earned
the year. Trinity managed three runs, runs, but he lost for the fourth time in five
scoring in each of the middle three frames, starts. A little more timely hitting and he
An Open Semester doing independent
to pull even after AIC had bolted to an early would be a big winner.
research is available in the Philippines
3-0 advantage. While sophomore sensations
for 1 or 2 interested students for the
Joe McCabe and Bob Ghazey have cooled at
Steve Fink will be nursing his sore right
Christinas Term 1971-1972. Financial aid
the plate, John Neuner, Mike James and arm and standing by for possible relief work
from Trinity may be used in this
Foster have picked up the slack although against UHart. Bill Foster gets the nod after
program. See Dean Winslow as soon as
run production is down from the early only three days rest. It remains for the heart
season rate. Neuner sparkled against the of the order to regain the knack and start to possible.
Yellow Jackets, collecting four hits in as knock in some more runs.

Slumping Shidtsmen Drop
Two Late Inning Decisions

Writing

Philippines
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Unbeaten Rowers Cop N.E. Crown
by Jim Hall

The Varsity boat, coached by Norman T.
Graf, became the New England Small
College champions Saturday and completed
their regular season undefeated. In another
display of relentless power, the Varsity and
Freshman heavyweight eights brought
home enough combined points to defeat
U.Mass 17-16 overall and win the Rusty
Callow Memorial Rowing Trophy for Trinity
again this year. Walking along the dock area
after the final event, the Varsity race, all
that could be heard were remarks about that
Trinity sprint, that sprint that couldn't be
beated, the sprint that had blown the doors
ofi all the other crews in the Varsity and
Freshman races.
Eleven boats competed in the Varsity race
and qualifying heats were held in the
morning, with finals in the afternoon. In
their morning heat, the Bantams rowed

against squads from U. Rhode Island,
Williams, Wesleyan, Coast Guard Academy,
and W.P.I, and finished second to qualify
easily behind Coast Guard. From this heat,
Rhode Island and Williams were dropped
from the finals. In the second heat
Assumption, Marist, U.Mass and Holy Cross
did battle with U.Mass pulling in first ahead
of Holy Cross by three seconds. Amherst
and Assumption did not continue to the
finals.
In the finals Trinity, stroked by Dave
Brown, rowed the body of the race at around
a 37. Down the course the Bantams held
their ground against U.Mass, Marist, and
Coast Guard, these boats all fairly close
together, and kept the rabbit Wesleyan
squad, temporarily leading the pack, within
striking distance. Then, in the final five
hundred, the Bantams reared back and let

Bantam Laxmen Upset
5th Ranked Engineers

Whatever did not hit the fan last week
against Tufts was evidently saved and
thrown on Saturday. MIT, the fifth ranked
lacrosse team in New England (behind the
real heavies, Harvard, Brown, UMass, and
Williams), took that long bus ride back to
Cambridge at the short end of a 13-9 score.
In upping their record to .5-2, Trinity's
varsity lacrosse team knocked off a team
that boosted the present first, second and
fourth high scorers in New England.
For the past two years, Trinity lacrosse
has been characterized by an ineptness
matched only by the Boston Bruins' Stanley
Cup play. At times it was almost embarrassing to be associated with the
ridiculous brand of lacrosse Trinity was
attempting to put across on the other team.
Even the Hartford Courant, which will print
anything, gave up reporting the scores. But
it all came together on Saturday.
From the opening faeeoff, it was obvious
that it was going to be a good afternoon. MIT
came out obviously expecting an easy game.
But, as soon as their all-world attack got the
ball for the first time, they found out just
how easy the game would be. Trinity's
defense wasted no time in ringing a few
doorbells and breaking some heads. When
the visitors realized that it might be a little
more difficult to score than they had anticipated, they switched to their world
famous cry-baby offense. First popularized
by their ridiculous hockey team, it is a style
of play which calls for complete sympathy
i'rom the referees and a lot of cheap elbows.
Trinity, however, was far too hungry for the
win to let any little personal duels arise.
Besides, for every one cheap shot thrown by
MIT, Trinity's defensemen were giving two
hard, legal checks in return.
MIT's game plan slowly crumpled when
they picked up a few penalties for unsportsmanlike conduct. With .the bad boys
off the field it was no trouble to score. By
halftime, Trinity was on top, 5-3. Spike
Birmingham, and Scott Phillips each had
two goals, and Bob Atwater had one. Billy

Fisher had some beautiful saves in the goal
and Billy Prevost had some more notches in
his stick.
The intense level of excitement reached in
the first half, a level so high that it had set
the standing room only crowd (estimated by
Director of Security, Alfred A. Garafolo to
be near 100,000) into a seemingly drunken
rage, suddenly disappeared for the first five
minutes of the second half. During this time
Trinity incured four penalties, and MIT
received their due benefit of two goals. With
the score now tied, it appeared that the
Bantams were on the run. But, Trinity
forgot it was supposed to clutch and lose and
began to put the ball in the net. Bob Atwater,
playing despite a nagging foot injury,
pumped in two big goals to give Trinity the
edge once again.
Then, after Tech closed within one, Scott
Phillips and Jack Nelson scored. When
Spike Birmingham scored Trinity's tenth
goal early in the fourth period, the game
officially became a rout. Although Trinity
had been freely exploiting the frequent
opportunities to meet their opponents on a
personal level all day, the physical abuse
intensified in the last period. Intimidated
beyond belief, MIT gave up three more
goals to Trinity when the Bantams were
trying to run out the clock!
In all, it was an excellent afternoon for
Trinity lacrosse. The mistakes were few,
and, only a short week after the Washington
march, the aggressiveness was quite
shocking, but effective. It is just too damn
bad that MIT did not appreciate exactly how
well Trinity played on Saturday.

go with their spring and walked away from
everyone including the fading Wesleyan
boat. Trinify finished in 6:08.4, 4.3 seconds
ahead of Coast Guard with U.Mass pulling in
third.
Next week the crew will go to the Dad-Vail
National Championships in Philadelphia
where they will be, no doubt, on of the
favored squads.
In the J.V. category U.Mass, Marist,
Coast Guard, W.P.I., Wesleyan, and Trinity
made it into the finals. Trying desperately to
come back from their defeat of a week
before, the Bantam squad was certainly
pulling for all it was worth, but it wasn't
enough to win that day. Rowing at a 37,
Trinity continually lost ground, seat by seat,
to Marist and U.Mass throughout the race.
Going into the last five hundred meters the
Bantam squad was about even with Coast
Guard while U.Mass was out ahead with
open water in pursuit of the leading Marist
boat. Trin sprinted but it was not enough and
they finished fourth behind U.Mass, Marist,
and Coast Guard, 5.7 seconds off first place.
Only seven boats entered the freshman
race and no preliminary heats were
necessary. The Trinity Frosh got off to an

early-lead in their race, settling from their
star! at about 38. In the body of the race
Trinity caught a real boat stopper of a crab
and consequently lost most of their lead.
Rowing powerfully they soon began to get it
all back until they hit a buoy on the course
which greatly unsettled the boat.
Recovering again, the Bantam squad
powered their way through the sprint and
held off a charging Wesleyan boat to win in
6:25, Wesleyan 4 seconds behind. U.Mass
was third, Marist fourth. The frosh, coached
by Dickie Dale '70, were awarded the "Doc"
Melder freshman trophy, which was
received by Charlie Putnam, Captain.
Trinity's heavyweight, Varsity four,
consisting of Mark Zivin at bow, Henry
Holljes at two oar, Pete Kraus at three and
Frank Farwell stroking, had its first official
race against squads from Lowell Tech,
U.Mass (two boats), Williams, and Coast
Guard on Saturday also. Lowell Tech. wasway out in front during the whole race while
the fours from U.Mass, Williams and Trinity
were close together all the way down the
course. The Trinity beat ultimately finished
fourth less than two seconds down from
Williams, less than four seconds behind the
boat from U.Mass.

Today

Freshman Tennis vs. Wesleyan (H) 3 p.m.
Freshman Golf vs. Wesleyan (H) 2 p.m.

Wednesday, May 5

Varsity Baseball vs. Wesleyan (A) 3p.m.
Track vs. Coast Guard (A) 3 p.m.
Varsity Tennis vs. Wesleyan (H) 3 p.m.
Freshman Lacrosse vs. Amherst (A) 3 p.m.
Golf vs. Providence (H) 1:30 p.m.

Thursday, May 6

Freshman Tennis vs. Loomis (H) 2:30 p.m.
Golf - New Englands at Ellington Ridge

Friday, May 7

Freshman Baseball vs. UConn (A) 3 p.m.
Tennis - New Englands (through May 9)
Crew - Dad Vail Regatta in Philadelphia
Golf - New Englands at Ellington Ridge (ctd.)

Saturday, May 8

Varsity Baseball vs. WPI (A) 2 p.m.
Varsity Lacrosse vs. Nichols (A) 2:30 p.m.
Sailing - Championships at Coast Guard
Crew - Dad Vail Regatta in Philadelphia (ctd.)

Sunday, May 9

Sailing - Championships at Coast Guard (ctd.)

Monday, May 10

Freshman Baseball vs. Loomis (A) 3 p.m.
Freshman Tennis vs. Westminster (A) 2:30 p.m.

Golfi"ers In
Tenth Loss
The winless Trinity golf team, now getting
desperate for a win of some sort, tried
something new Saturday at Williamstown
against Williams and Colgate — medal play.
In medal play each team takes the five
highest scores, combines them, and comes
up with a hopefully winning low team score.
Unfortunately, Trinity came in third and
dropped its season's record to a dismal 0-10
mark. The fianl scores gave Williams a 388,
Colgate 416, and Trinity 426, Low score for
the Bantams was Jay Davis' 77, six over
par,
The Trinity linksmen return "to action
tomorrow at the Goodwin Park course
against Providence. Yesterday, the Bantams competed in the Connecticut
Collegiate Championships; however, results
could not be obtained before press time. But
as Trin captain Pete Wentz put it, "Well, at
least there's no loser in that one."
Not to be outdone by the varsity, the
Trinity junior varsity squad dropped, a 7-0
decision to Kineswood school. The JV's, now
1-3, face Wesleyan today at Goodwin - and
a golf win would be good.

8 Like Spike

(Lawson Photo)

Spike Birmingham, (No. 9), Sheldon Crosby and Bob Atwater all try to pick up a loose ball in Lacrosse action. The ball appears
to be an outgrowth of Spike's knee, a fact which may explain his numerous goals. He got two more in the Bantam's big win
against MIT last Saturday.

